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FOR EVERYONE IN THE BUSINESS OF MUSIC 

lagger oui as Ministry 

reviews MR slrategy 

company, Ministry Of Sound, has undergone a dramatic restructuring, 
with the loss of 11 jobs. Tbe most high-profile casualty is music group CEO Matt Jagger, who 
man James Palumbo launches a "stratégie review" of the company's approach to A&R. Confirming his departure, Jagger says, "Ministry of Sound is stiil the a on the planet. l've ac! 
the artist and publishing I 
ahead and it's simpiy time to move on to a ffesh challenge." Palumbo adds, "Matt has been an intégral part of our move into A&R although, as the company focuses on its core activities, it seems now is the time for him to move on. His experi- 
believe a fresh challenge is what's 

The departure of Jagger is the clearest illustration of the group's shift in emphasis, although Ministry director Mark Rodol says the changes at the company should be 

SU 
m 

m 

staff, 1 
Jagger; "opportunities ahead" 

perspective. "Out of 150 1 staff have been made redundant," he says. "Butthis is not différent from what a lot of compa- nies have to go through. We are stiil very much in A&R." A source close to Ministry adds. "There is some changing in thinking going on at Ministry, fc pleted yet. the company will stiil t 
sidered, more cautious approach." Suggestions that investment group 31 - which invested £25m in the group in August 2001 - had forced the reorganisation are rejected by on a contr one company source. "3i are a minor- year. The ity shareholder and they can't impose opérations their will on James [Palumbo]," ' ■ ■ - 

and a strong compilations business. It has built its approach to A&R on the back of a sériés of joint-venture deals, establishing a string of labels and high-profile signings such as the $2m, two-album deal for art-house dance duo Rscherspooner in March. It is understood that Ministry will not be pursuing its interests in City Rockers and Defected, although its Simpiy Red deal is going ahead, with an album due in the spring featuring contributions from Steve Levine, Mousse T and Brian Rawling. Rodol says publishing will remain part of the MoS group, but it is 
Mike Sefton, who is understood to be 

national opérations are licensing arrangements, including with EMI in Australia, MCA in the US, Vale in Spain and Bonnier in Sweden. 

EMhChrysalis is expecting radio across the board to single from Robbie Williams' (plctured) November 18-released Escapology album, as leadoff track Feel goes to radio this Friday following a week- long teaser campalgn. The company's director of média Rebecca Coates says, "Everyone who has heard it so far has been extremely réceptive and thinks it will be a big radio record." The teaser campaign starting today (Monday), comprising 15- to 20second trails produced for the company by Wise Buddab, is almed at encouraging radio to build the pre-launch excitement though the week. The record Is being issued to radio from Sam this Friday moming, via a eombination of Fastrax and hand deliveries. 
|ohn takes EMI government rôle 
EMI Group hi music compan government af 
industry advisor at Of Culture, Media & Sport, the title of government aff 

e companies and our infiu- 
rill shape our future should be 

nt and raising EMI's profile among 
re of Europe's most successful bying in Brussels and Strasbourg. 

Universal keeps global lead in IFPI ranking 
officially déclaré rtself to be the largest music group in the world, after publication of the first "company-sanctioned" figures by industry trade body IFPI. Following years of wrangling, the IFPI, the five majors and indie mem- bers of the body agreed a methodol- ogy in June for determinrng the défin- itive market shares of the companies on a régional and global basis. Although this has been attempted before, figures have been largely based on secondary data and with no 

GLOBAL & REGIONAL MARKET SHARES 2001 
North America 9.2% 10.1% 14.4% 28.3% Europe 8.9% 17.8% 13.3% 26.5% Japan 4.3% 11.0% 17.0% 10.1% Werid 8.2% 13.0% Source: IFPI. The Recording Industry In 

14.3% 23.7% 1.1.4% 22.1% 6.3% 51.3% 23.5% 11.8% 28.9% 
On a 

Keith Jopling says this is the first lime ail data has corne directly from the majors themselves and that the companies have signed off on the methodology involved for calculatmg the figures, so it cannot be disputed. 

Industry in Numbers 2002 shows the rankings of the majors have remained the same for the past three years. with Universal at number one in 2001 with a 23.5% share, followed by Sony (14.7%), EMI (13.0%), Warner (11.8%) and BMG (8.2%). The indies had a combined worldwide share of 28.0%, the same as in 2000, but 0.9% higherthan in 1999. There was a slight jockeying for positions in the North American and European markets. Although Universal has remained at number 

years, Warner and Sony and BMG and EMI have swapped positions in the US. BMG and Warner also swapped places in Europe, with BMG sllpping from fourth to fifth among the majors between 1999 and 2000. Jopling says the iack of movement in rankings is not unexpected because of the "undynamic pattern" in the North American market. He says he would have been surprised if there had been unexpected shifts in y* 



NEWS 
new s fi I e 

ds held at London's 

TOWER CONFIRMS DETAILS OF SALE OF JAPANESE BUSINESS Tower Records, wtlich in August unveiled the closure of six of ils UK and Irish stores, last week announced the completion of the sale of its Japanese business to Nikko Principal Investments Japan. It also revealed il has entered into a three-year revolving line of crédit of up to $110m structured by CIT business Crédit and a $26ni loan over the same period from the company's consortium of banks, headed by JP Morgan Chase. 
BASEMEHT1AXX CLEAN UP AT MUIIK AWARDS XL's Basement Jaxx (pictured) scooped the lion  dance music magazine Muzik's annual dance av Po Na Na. The South-London dance outfit were 
awards at the event last Wednesday night, while T . Wall Ot Sound's Royksopp picked up best album £'■■■: award for Melody AM. Other winners on the 
party in Brighton, the Big Beach Boutique II, eamed the public vote for best event. Virgin Records' Massive Attack were presented with an award for outstanding contribution to dance music. 
ELVIS AND RDBBIE RELEASES WIN BVA GONGS EMkChrysalis picked up an award for Marketing Initiarive for Music in the British Vldeogram Association Awards a week ago. The prize refiected work on the Robbie Williams DVD Live At The Albert. Warner Home Video won an award in the spécial interest marketing initiative category, for the Elvis title, That's The Way It Is. Other winners included HMV (retail success, specialist multiple), Tesco (retail success. supermarket) and Borders (retail success, général multiple). 
PRESSURE EASES FOR VIVENDI AS LENDERS EXTEND CREDIT FACILITV Vivendi eased its financlal worries last week when Vivendi Universal Entertainment received commitments from its existing lenders, JP Morgan Chase Bank and Bank of America, last Tuesday to extend its S1.62bn crédit facillty from November 12002 to June 30 2003, 
GROWTH IN WH SHITH'S UK SALES DOWN TO DVD AND MULTIMEDIA WH Smith pointed to strong performances from multimédia and DVD for an 11% uplift in its UK retailing entertainment sales for the 12 months to August 31 2002. Total sales rose 7% to £2.9bn, but profit before tax, goodwill and exceptional items dropped 8% to £122m as it was pulled down by a "very difficult year" for its US Travel business. 
PPL SET 10 SPONSOR SXSW 2003 PPL is sponsoring the SXSW showcase for the first time. The event takes place in Austin, Texas on March 14 next year. PPL, which is also cosponsoring the Midem showcase in January, will be supporting the US event in tandem with the BPI and British Underground. 
LUCKHURST LAUNCHES PR FIRH Former WEA London head of press Ginny Luckhurst has formed indepen- dent PR opération Yes Please PR with a roster including the Flaming Lips, Faith Hill and Tom Petty. Meanwhile. Impressive PR's Rachel Hendry is joining the Darling Department on November 1. 
CAPITAL RADIO AND DISNEÏ HARRIAGE REACHES AIRWAVES (,r- . ] Capital Radlo's alliance with Disney reached the air- 

Capital Disney. The station, which is targeting under IBS with music by the likes of Blazin' Squad (pic- a tured), Busted and Will Young, is available in the four well as through the CE Digital London multiplex. MXR régions as 
m v\i p 13 y I i s t 

Jgg. CRAIG DAVID - Hidden Agenda (Wildstar) Thîs i"— —Bswinging, swooning soulful groove is surely the dout track from David's immense new afs Your Flava album, Nov 11). 3 NIRVANA - You Know You're Right (Geften) track which featrues on the grunge pioneers' eponymous ion, this exposes ail the nu-metal pretenders for what they are - a pale shadow (from Nirvana album, Oct 28). ANDY VOTEL - Ali Ten Fingers (Twisted Nerve/XL Recordings) in between remix projects, the Manchester production luminary, DJ and label boss has made a stunning second album (album, Nov 11) MAOREDEUS - ANSEIO (Capitol) Remixed by Craig Armstrong, this Portuguese outfit have never sounded as haunting (single, tbc) BETH GIBBONS & RUSTIN MAN - Out Of Season (Go Beat) Relurning after a seemingly endless absence, Portishead's voice joins Talk Talk's Paul Webb for this glammish, upbeat offering from their extraordinary album (from Out Of Season album, Oct 28) PEDRO VS KATHRYN WILUAMS - EP (Melodlc/Moshi Moshi) An inspired collaboration, this blends Pedro's organic electronica with the lilting folk touches of Kathryn Williams (single, Dec 2) CHRIS DIFFORD - I Didn't Get Where I Am (Adventure Records) This Arst album release on Paul Conroy's new label is the lirst solo album by a main Squeeze - an excellent, contemplative and beautifully- recorded album (album, Nov 4) JANE MONHEIT - In The Sun (Columbia) A sumptuous, Ella-sounding album from this American beauty has ail the attributes to do a Norah, albeit with classic jazz covers (album, out now) THE ROLLING STONES - Beggars Banquet (Abcko) Watts and Wyman are fully audible at last, as new SACD remasters unlock the lost bollom-end (Remastered sériés, released today) ELECTRIC 6 - Danger! High Voltagel (XL Recordings) Fire In The Disco indeed - and just wait until you hear follow-up, Gay Bar (single, Jan 6) 

New publishing venlure 

to tnrget 30-plus moles    Miak.  tinc fnr indeoendents to dn rhinec „ by Paul Williams Higlvspending, 30-plus maies are being targeted with the first maga- zine launch by a new independent publishing company run by four of Emap's most successful former executives. The as-yet unnamed monthly enter- tainment title, which will début on news-stands in the first half of next year, will spearhead plans for 
next five years by Development The company has been set u David Hepworth and Jerry Perkins, Empire and who are joined in the venture by O's founding editor Mark Ellen and one- time Emap advertising director Dan 

ns, whose rôles at Emap d publishing director of its itles, says the first Project is 

of he two projects. for Paul McCartney's tour and then we've been raising money with a view to iaunching a number of magazines independently." he says. 
of the same things" going or azine publishing at présent, room for indépendants to d 

independents to do things on smaller scale." Baoking for the new company has from what Hepworth describes as a "number of individuels in the média industry", while the board includes finance director David Joseph and média group Archant's former chief executive Peter Strong, Meanwhile, the Chrysalis-owned Galaxy Network is preparing to launch its first print brand extension in the form of weekly consumer lifestyle magazine Out There early next month. Its creative director Steve Reice has described the launch as the most "significant since 
The free title targets 15- to 34-year- Ids and will be available via key retailers, including HMV, throughout "a lot Galaxy's régional transmission areas mag- of South Wales and the West, are is Birmingham, Manchester, Yorkshire iome- and the North East and to dance and R&B fans in London. 

targeted at "£50 guy". "It's the kind of person who goes thing différent, into Borders or HMV and buys two "The key publi DVDs, a CD and a ' ' afternoon," says managing director. "It's specifically menwhohaven'tgotoffthebusbuy- doesn't offer the rapid growth they listings and events over 48 colour ing new stuff." "al détails of the first magazine at Hepworth - who as Ema 

as because it lifestyle features, clubs and cc 

"Maybe there might be opportuni- house éditorial team. 
PRS researchers to hanq with DJs Led Zeppelin qunsh 
in bid to improve royalty distribution PRS researchers are bidding to Joanne Prowse says the organisa- mix more with the DJ community tion previously used to just rely on 

reunion spéculation Led Zeppelin fans were left disap- pointed last week when the three remaining group members poured 
distribution. predict wha The move cornes amid ongoing clubs, but t coneerns from the performing ed has impn rights organisation that the money years since it collects from music used in pubs of aroum and clubs across the UK is not researchers being accurately dlstributed to its visit venues members according to what is find out wh. 

it had been played in he information record- oved over the past few 
d 200 part-time . These researchers across the country to it is being played, but 

cold water on recent média hyste- ria that they were to reform. A week after Sanctuary complet- ed its multi-million pound acquisi- tion of Led Zeppelin's manage- ment company, Bill Curbishley's Trinifold, spéculation began circu- lating that Robert Plant, Jimmy Page, John Paul Jones and John really played. she adds thi A drive is now underway to in the data c improve the playlist information it "In many 
ire are still many gaps rollected. cases we're getting a 

Bonham's son Jason were contem- plating their first tour since Bonham's death in 1980. including Adam F and Graham Gold complefe da being drafted in for a promotional exceptional 
te of returns and very ta. But, in particularly examples, such as DJs last week said, "Reports concem- Monday (Oct 28) to get the mes- so busyjt's because everyone is not always their first ing an alleged Led Zeppelin reunion are completely spécula- communilï. to 'uVmd'm to provide information aybe don't understand providing it," she says. 

tive. No discussions about any tour have taken place." • See The Big Question, p45. 
BMG is fourth 
The majors have moved a stef doser to offering all-encomposlng, online music services after BMG became the fourth of the "big five" to license its répertoire Pressplay. The newly-signed deal, which follows the launch of the Sony and Universal-owned servlce's Version is 10s of thousands of italogue tracks 

major tosign Pressplay deal 
MusicNet says the Aul urne Warner/EMI/Bertelsmann-backed 
announcing it has music from ail five major music companies, with a deal close at hand with Sony, the only missing major from its catalogue. 
Music Group moved towards more favourable compensation 

was struck with 2001. "The addition major music company Is another Important step forward for 

Agullera: available via Pressplay 
CÉOM!?" SayS presitle"t anc CEO Mlchael Bebel, whose compa ny is now __ .. .. 

vamped download pollcy, which Is believed to Include higher royalty rates for artists on sales of digital -vr..,„Uaua dliu concessionb UII contractual déductions, aims to 
>f the fourth that'a "deal wm ^7 S™, H R Warner Musîc "!n " v^sÏÏ "Tf^" ~ period". y short It Is understood that similar dls- Meanwhlle, a snokeQm^» < eussions are also taklng place spokesman for between some of the other majors. 
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Transylvanian Identlcal twin sisters Monica and Gabrlella - aka The ^ Cheeky Giris (pictured) - are 
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new s f i I e 
PEU DEPARTS FROM EHhCHRÏSAUS Alan Pell has left as director of A&R at EMI:Chrysalis. It is understood that Pell left on Friday, just under nine months after taking on the rôle 
Capitol Music UK pre Wozencroft will play a on rote within the A&l 
CONROY TO SPEAH AT HUSICWORKS Adventure Records managing director Paul Conroy has been confiraned as the keynote speaker at lOam on the openlng day of the MusicWorks convention in Glasgow whlch kicks o Thursday (www.tr 
TIPPI IN SIDDIOfOR NEW ALBUM Unsigned artist Tippi is currentiy recording lier début album after scoring an independent hit single wilh It's A Phase, which was 
Records label. The single entered the indie chart at 16 and the Scottish Chart at 20. Her album is due for release eady next year. 
SXSW DEADLINE ORAWS NEAR The deadline is approaching for applications to perform at South By South West in Austin, Texas, from March 12 to 16 next year. Applications for the 16-year-oid event will be accepted until November 8. Emai sxsw@sxsw.com for détails. 
OASIS TOP Q NOMINATIONS UST Oasis topped the nominations for the Q Awards 2002, which were 

New génération dénis bronden 

revenues for Inbels and artisls 

(October 21). Oasis we 

by AJax Scott ujhen EMI started its contract rene- Ilgotiations with Robbie Williams in mid-2000. it can have had little idea that it would end up striking a deal that would give it access to a share of the superstar's non-music earnings. Throughout t  

;s of the year; the création of joint ventures involving more than just traditional recording rights. Quite how groundbreaking the deal 
cise détails remain closelyguarded: some observers suggest that the esUmated £10m-20m EMI has paid to take a 25% stake in Robbie's hold- ing company is a relatively small part of an overali deal that is heavily dépendent on him breaking the US. 
some observers are speculating that more radical deals will follow. Broader deals involving multiple revenue streams have been a hot topic of conversabon and spéculation on both sides of the Atlantic since the 
the' US and one in the UK, in the past six months," says one top interna- tional business affairs player. "It's still in the embryonic stages, butyou get the impression that the impulse 

m Maiden: multi-faceted relatlonshlp with Sanctuary 
mmsmmMssMmm 

THIS WEEK'S BPI AWARDS prai flbum®: M" Young HssssJI From Now On (platinum) Holly Valance Footprints (goid) Various New Woman - Autumn Collection (goid) Various Now Dance 2003 (goid) Various 1 Love (silver) Aqualung Strange & Beautlful (siiver) Peter Gabriel Up (silver) Singles; Will Young & Gareth Gates The Long And Winding Road/Suspicious Minds 
highly-publicised pressure on margins at most record companies, especially the majors, due to the familiar litany of soaring A&R and marketing costs, higher artist royalty rates, lower retail prices, declining 

distribute 
[dis'tribju-.t] verb [ T ] 
to share or give (something) out to severa! people, or to spread, scatter or supply (something) over an area 

amato distriliution Tel 020 8838 8330 
Email info@amatodislribui 

«P 

Working out how new contracts could work is a potentially thomy i The starting point would be to create a new Joint venture partnership. Depending on the clrcumstances, the sort of activities that could be entered into this arrangement would include recording, songwriting, merchandise, live performance, audio Visual (video and DVD) and websites. Ail copyrights entered into the venture would be Jointly-owned - in the case of the Robbie Williams deal, it is on a 25:75 basis, with Williams the majority shareholder. Robert Horsfall, a partner at Lee & Thompson, suggests that, under such a deal, the label would have to guarantee funding to the joint venture in the form of a guaranteed "salary" to the artist. In another break with current practice, he suggests that management costs would have to be shared. "The parties should commit to each other for, say, five yeara, but with the label, possibly, having an escape clause If the project did not get off the ground," he adds. "That five-year terni would, most typically, cover two or three album releases." There are alternative approaches. Another lawyer suggests a scénario in which a label could strike a split deal: one part would offer a standard advance against recording rights with the advance based on recording costs only; the other would cover "brand management", whereby the label would develop and exploit the artist in new areas with a guaranteed marketing investment in exchange for a eut of anclllary revenues. "Rules are there to be broken and it's incombent on ail of us to break the rules to make situations fairer," says David Glick, a partner at Mishcon de Reya, which has also been exploring such concepts. Underpinning any such deals Is the notion that royalties should be both fair and transparent and not subject to artificial réductions. Moreover these royalties should be reported on a "real time" basis. "Historically, the labels have always justlfîed their deals by talking about risk and low margins, but the joint venture/partnership model would allow them to eam from différent income streams and therefore reap the benefits 
"In retum, an artist would be a party to a sophisticated business structure where différent talents/resources are pooled for the common good, but he is not signing his life away. If the relationship Works, it will probably be renewed, but if the relationship doesn't work, he can move on and forge a new phase of his career with a new business partner." CD sales, piracy and the like. While shouldering ail the initial risk in invesb'ng ever larger sums in new artist signings, label executives complain that the best they can do is earn back the declining record 

generated by the handful that go on to be successful. "Records will be the loss leader in a bigger business," says Martin Dodd, the Zomba European A&R VF, who has worked extensively with TV production giant Endemol as weil as with artists such as Britney Spears. "The pure sale of pre-recorded product is as low as a third of some leading artists' income, especially longer established artists," says Sanctuary Group CEO Andy Taylor. "CD sales have been declining, but the total music market is growing. If you're working across ail areas, then you're protected against the tempo- rary dips In some areas." While labels are scratching their heads to find ways to shore up their bottom line, a number of key creative executives have been looking at how they do business, and how they can maximise the value of their direct access to musical talent. The shining example in the UK has been Simon Fuller's 19 Group, whlch has expand- ed from music management into cre- ating TV concepts which have, in turn, 

Sanctuary's Taylor. "Artist manage- ment, booking tours, reieasing prod- uct, doing the DVD, the TV saies around that. even books." 
There have been many suggestions how new deals could work (see below). but while it may make sense on paper, there are a number of immédiate issues that make it harder 
■ Fbrecasb'ng revenue is only possi- ble for established artists who have a proven track record in selling not only . , .  • - |(ets anc| T. 

t big names i existing rela- tionships with merchandisers and 
■ The model will work differently in various genres since certain types of artists will have stronger earnings potential from certain revenue streams. Pop and rock artists sell more merchandise than R&B stars. ■ The majors are poorly-positioned to add value in areas such as touring and merchandising since they lack expertise. Indeed, despite the vogue for invesb'ng in merchandisers in the Ninebes, MCA and Sony exited the sector by selling Winterland and Sony Signatures respectively by the end of the decade. ■ There may be legai restraints on tapping into multiple revenue streams, particularly under the précé- dents set by the Stone Roses v Zomba court case, although Lee & Thompson's Robert Horsfall says that such a business model should 
being in restraint of trade "provided the emphasis is on faimess". Despite the difficulties of develop- ing a new approach, a growing num- ber of people say it can work, so long as both sides bring something to the 

n they m 

also currentiy exploring how they may iegitimately use joint ventures to gain a share in the broader revenues spun off from bieir créations. At the same bme, there is also growing frustration within the creative community. This is parby because artists are simply facing the daunbng prospect of far shorter career life expectancies. However, there is also dissatisfaction among managers with factors such as the lack of trans- parency in deals, pipeline royalty delays, artificial royalty réductions, 
and Spreac't°^ r<jcouPatlle marketing insistance on long-term deals involv- ing Worldwide rights, copyright owner- ship and cross-collateralisation. In a sense, there is nothing new 
f t0 build broader relation- ships between artists and their labels and managers, After ail, this is the busmess model that Sanctuary has een developing for 26 years with artists such as Iron Maiden "Wecan Provide the full service." savs 

more of a profit participation on CDs and publishing - it can't be a one-way street," says Richard Gnffiths of man- agement giant The Rrm. "That's the danger of the way this argument is going. But if you throw in things like proper accounbng, then we would be prepared to put our side of things on 
Zomba's Dodd says one solution may be not simply to look at sharing in broader revenue streams, but to devise new partnerships for breaking artists that side-step the short-term tyranny of radio playlists. In particu- lar, he suggests that partnerships between labels and TV broadeasters could play a key rôle in the develop- ment of artists over a longer period. "Falling ad revenues have placed : same (finan- cialj si like having a shop window and noth- ing to put in it," he says. "The (TV) model doesn't have to apply only to klddy pop. which iooks as if it's kind of over. It will be interesting to see if there are entrepreneurs who can apply the same principles to différent 

That has a much bigger upside." At a time when people across the business are searching to find any opentaikofmul- s, joint ventures in the months to corne. 
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The delivery service you trust locally 

now goes ail the way to Austria. 

You know you can rely on us to deliver anywhere in the UK, but wouldn't 
it be good to use the same flexible service for ail your European packages? 
Thanks to Euro Express, our dedicated professional network, you can. We handle 
parcels up to 31.5kg, and pallets up to 1,000kg. So for a flexible European delivery 
service that also offers great value for money, don't look any further. 

Call Euro Express: 

0870 2413 750 
www.securicor.com/euroexpress 



INTERNATIONAL -     ^nl,aan,uSiowsei..c»|ni ne Ç n h O r t f i ! O DreamWorks-signed UK duo Floetry U 9 Lr 11 et I Lille (pictured) are set to receiveVpush-m-^ 
BON )0VI MME 
SECOND PLACE Despite attracting 17 nevv entries and enjoying the benefits of a bank holiday weekend, the US albums market declined last week, with the Top 200 albums attracting neady 9% fewer sales than the previous week. Taking full advantage of the slump, Bvis Preslev's Ekls; 30 #1 Hits registers tts third consécutive week at the top, with sales of more than 205,000 taking its cumulative total well past Im sales in just 20 days." " ' 
Presley proved too strong even for Bon Jovi, who land their highest début to date with Bounce arriving at number two after selling 160,000 copies. It Is also their highest-charting album since 1988. Aslde from Bon Jovi, there are Top 20 débuts for Tom Petty & ■ The Heartbreakers (number nine), Aussie country star Keith Urban (number 11), rockets Chevelle (number 14) and hip-hoppers 
llavi _ lllast week, The Rolling Stones' Forty Ucks déclinés 52.7% wi 

acts are also in décliné, these being by Roetry (19-30), Peter Gabriel (1632), Coldplay (2634), Mark Knopfler (pictured) (3667), Sting/Police (4677), Daniel Bedingfield (87-101), Rod Stewart (116144), Kylie Minogue (146 164), the Chieftains (126168), Enya (166171), Coldplay's Parachutes (176 

(pictured) i their home territory and the i Europe in the new year by Universal Music International, following a Top 20 début for their album Floetic in the US. Floetic's poetry/soul fusion secured the number 19 slot on the Billboard 200 a week ago, as the title track also moved ahead on the Hot 100's bubbling under chart and the US R&B/hip hop countdown. Floetry are Londoners Marsha Ambrosius and Natalie Stewart, who are also graduâtes of the Brif School nnd co-wroîe Gutterfiics, which appêared on Michael" JacksoVs Invincible album. Their version of the track also features on the Jazzy jeff- produced Floetic. Universal Music International marketing vice président Nina Hansdotter says the lead-off single will be launched after Christmas, with the UK and France shaping up to be key early targets. "The video was very well received by MTV and BET in the US and will be an amazing tool for us," she adds. 

Sony inks OMD Europe 
dealfor média activities Sony is consolidating its média buy. ing and planning activities In Europe from January, with the appointment of agency OMD Europe to handle 

The agency will take responsibili- ty in the new year for Sony Europe, Sony Music Entertainment Europe and Sony Pictures Entertainment companies Columbia TriStar Film Distributors and Columbia TriStar 
ongoing moves by Sony to consoli- date média buying in each région. Sony Music Entertainment Europe président Paul Burger says the consolidation across many of the group's companies in Europe will secure "significant efficiencies in the very near term", while allowing the company to take a stratégie 

Beouliiul nighl for U2 os Ascnp 

nomes Ihem songwrilers of year 

185) and Dirty 

Beatles' 1 (112-111) and Russell Watson's Encore (127-114), while Sinead O'Connor's "back to roots" album Sean-Nos Nua débuts at number 139 with sales of 8,200. 
On the Hot 100, Dilemma by Nelly feat Kelly Rowland enjoys 

many as Pearl Jam's second- placed I Am Me), and the year (482,000 sales), and Is number nine on the airplay chart. Kelly Rowland's bandmate Beyonce Knowles has leamed from her success and has aligned herself with Jay-Z, with whom she has collaborated on '03 Bonnie & Ciyde, this week's highest new entry at number 57. Meanwhile, Daniel Bedingfield's Gotta Get Thru Thls slips 1620, Oakenfold ' — "■ (pictured) stays at number 63 with Starry 1 Eyed Surprise id U2 dip 87- 88 wrth Electrical Storm. Mlck Jagger co-wrote (credlted) and sings (uncredited) on Matchbox Twenty's Disease, which climbs 71-57. It retums a favour which the group's Icad singer, Rob Thomas, dld for Jagger's last solo album, on which he co-wrote Visions Of Paradise. 

_y2.have further piled up the honouts for their llm-selling. multi-Grammy- winning AH That Vou Can't Behind album, after being named Ascao's sonewriters of the vear 
US society's Londo : Wednesday, having bestowed individual ight for three of the . Those recognised with pop awards were the Blue Mountain-published Beautiful Day, Stuck In A Moment You Can't Get Dut Of and Walk On. While the vétéran band picked up the most prizes in total at the Grosvenor House Hôtel event, it was largely an evening of newer UK-signed talent prospering with Coldplay, Craig David and Dido among those recog- nised for achieving rare British break- throughs in the US market. Dido. whose album No Angel was the world's biggest seller last year, had Thank You named sone of the 

id Strongsongs- ed BBMak hit Back Here, while " st US Top 101 re True, published by same publisher's Mark Tay EMI Music and BMG. was also recog- with each respected artist, nised. Meanwhile, the Wiseguys hit pop awards al Start The Commotion was twice Believe which among the prizes, recognised 
awards alongside the Cher hi 

Higgins ar td Steve Torch. 
UMI aims to raise international 
profile by merging departments 

The new London-based stratégie marketing and commercial affairs division, which absorbs UMI's former stratégie marketing opération UM3, Is headed by senior vice président Bert Cloeckaert who last month 

UM3's former managing director Jim O'Neill takes an expanded rôle as head of opérations of the new divl- 
financial matters, légal and business affairs, manufacturing, licenslng, information Systems and HR. Meanwhile, Ross Poster is promot- edto head ofcommercialaffairs with responslbility for i 

Cloeckaert: heads facing international markets. Marketing support will be given through three key areas: catalogue marketing headed by vice président Jullan Huntly, TV marketing headed by vice président Stan Roche and 

Cloeckaert. Cloeckaert says he is confident that moving commercial affairs and stratégie marketing under one roof internationally will lead to more inte- grated sales and marketing eam- paigns throughout the group, locally and Internationally. 

International EMI heads meet 
to co-ordinate Robbie roll-oul 

iasi week with Capitol UK's interna- tional marketing department and rep resentatives from EMhChrysalis and his IE music management company to coordinate the global campaign for the album, which is released around November 18. EMI'S international marketing senior vice président Mike Allen says the campaign will be more in the mould of previous albums before the 5.6m-selling Swing When You're Winning, with extensive promotion 
u,ïl,nne t0 support the release. While Allen confirmed a US release through EMI is planned for early 2003, hestressed ties i o breaking 

Williams: extensive promotion Robbie in the US", with significant parts of next year blocked out to work 
Allen says. "This will be less like the Swing campaign and more of a classic Robbie campaign; that means he will be promoting the album internationally, touring and there will be multiple singles." An exclusive performance of lead- off single Feel at the MTV Europe Music Awards in Barcelona on November 14 will klck-start a string of key European promo throughout December and January. It is the first of a sériés of major TV performances in the pipeline to anchor part of the 
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INDEPENDENTS - AUTUMN RELEASES 

Big indie tilles baille chilly climate 
dirai restructuring among the majors lay have grabbed most c '  ut the landscape this ye 

BacK m May Mute, one of the las surviving of the original indie giants, acquired by EMI in a £42m deal, wh 

nSS/eS 

THE INDIE SEDTOR S KEY AUTUMN TITLES 
OCTOBER 21; Feeder - Comfort In Sound (Echo); Lemon Jelly - Lost Horizons (XL); Libertines - Up The Bracket (Rough Trade); Ronl Size - Touching Down (Full Cycle). NOVEMBER 4: Badly Drawn Boy - Have You Fed The Fish (Twisted Nerve/XL); Bjôrk - Greatest Hits (One Little Indian); Groove Armada - Love Box (Pepper/Jive); Tom Jones - Mr Jones (V2); Stone Roses - The Very Best Of (Silvertone); Justin Timberlake - Justified (Jive); The Annual 2002 (MoS). NOVEMBER 11: Craig David - Slicker Than Your Average (Wildstar); Romeo - Soiid Love (Relentless); Vinnie Jones - Respect (T2); Chlllout Sessions (MoS). NOVEMBER 18: BBMak - Into Your Head (Telstar): Kylie Minogue - Greatest Hits (Ebul/Jive), NOVEMBER 25: Robson Green -JMomentJnJime (T2); Steps - The Last Dance (Ebul/Jive). DECEMBER 2; Fabtie (John Peel) (Fabric). 

lution to fall back on so we going on above him. "What will happen will 

. haTfoTonœ^wn'raZTn^is ^PowelîraT^int to his own Orpington ack into growth over 2001. 100 to date with four releases. on some kind of stable footing. "We normally opération having "reached ail expected 
te^^number 

JeTy CXL)LandSsîgur Ros'd^TcatL^^eflrst half of next year also promises to be busy, 
deiay^^r^l Land has finally made it onto a release 

i 

■' % 
> 
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/\AIDE/\A /\AAKES IT HAPPEN www.midem.com 
Unmissable Midem. Be there. With lO^dOO delegatès frorn;94 Stands are ready. Book now - ask about the cash subsidy for 

. 'cpuntries. Plus.média. Making business happen. exhibitors., And advertising in the Midem Preview, 
Lifetime contacts. Concerts. Galas. Electronic villages, ; Showguide and Daily News. 
Conférences like the pre-launch MidemNet. Midem. Music's marketplace 
Music's ultimate exhibition. . Call Emma Dallas npw on 020 7895 0949 or you can e-mail 
Exhibit product. Reach global powerhouses. her emma.dallas@reedmidem.com 
19-23 JANUARY 2003 - MIDEM 1 | E ^Ji 
18 JANUARY 2003 - MIDEMNET I I iJHWlUcPW 
CANNES. FRANCE 37TH INTERNATIONAL MUSIC MARKET 

UK Office:- Reed Midem Organisation, Walmar House, 296 Regent Street, London, W1B 3AB. Téléphoné: 020 7528 0086 Facsimile: 020 7895 0949 
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BEST SCHEDULE10 DATE PUTS 

MUSIC DVD IN FRAME FOR KMAS 
With the growing DVD market helping to prop up the record companies' profits, this month sees a host of DVD reieases many ^imming with 

all-important extras to entice consumers. Adam Woods previews what looks set to be the music DVD market s Des s y y 
■ guaranteed one and it is a mark of DVD- I Video's success that DVD-A is now being proposed by many as the next big audio format on the strength of its big brother's hardware pénétration. But what is going to keep DVD-Video growing this Chrislmas is a consistently strong release scheduie, and the quality of product on offer this year easily puts last 

présentations, EMI and Universal both specifically identified DVD growth as one of their key priorities, and the other three majors have clearly made similar commitmenls. If music DVD has had a problem in the past. it has been a meagre marketing budget and, consequently, an unfortunate habit of sneaking onto the market when nobody was looking. But this autumn sees a whole raft of DVD releases carefully timed 
Christmas CD re le Best Of 1990- 2000, hits the shelves on December 2, a month after the November 4 release of its CD équivalent. BMG Music Video unleashes Westlife's Unbreakable - The Greatest Hits on DVD and VHS on November 18. one week after the release of its CD counterpart. EMI's Best Of Madness' Bowie does likewise. the DVD appearing c November 11 to a market softened by the previous week's audio version. And Sony': 

4% 

A U2: DVD rétrospective to hit 
the streets on the same day as October 28. DVD releases for Queen's Greatest ; Volume I (Parlophone), Fatboy Slim's Live On Brighton Beach (Eagle Vision),  i Madness (EM!), The Best Of (EMI) ail The Complété Jam (Universal) underline the fact that no self- respecting CD collection cornes out these 

days without its very own DVD-Vide Of the remaining releases, a significant proportion, including Suede's Lost In TV (Sony), Saint Etienne's Smash The System (Sony), Tom Jones Live At Cardiff (Warner) and Soft Cell Live In Milan (Eagle Vision) 
material from the artist. Indeed one, Palm Pictures' singular 1 Giant Leap, which has been repeatedly delayed due to the sheer quantity of data invoived, is the full audio- 

as CD équivalent 
iginal audio work. cohésion between CD and DVD- >es which will grow the market to el. If, as the British Video predicts, 25% of UK households a DVD player of some kind by md of this year, the clear incentive for 

independent DVD departments is to make it impossible for the remaining 75% to do without for much longer. B 

FORTHCOMING RELEASES 
New music DVD releases are filling up the racks in time for Christmas. Neil Armstrong identifies which ones are worth a place in your stocking 

4929449). Out r first bona fide Queen DVD i; a double dise package featuring 22 promos 

Brian May and Rc^ fans, whiie dise hrà features six rare videos, such as Keep Vourself Alive and Liar, and 

ve version of the video. This is. perhaps, not one for the impulse buyer bu must-have for Queen fans, whose demogrt 

Mike Barson, Cari Smyth and Chris Foreman, which is funny and well wort listen, A quiz and a gallery round off tl extras. The publicity drive for the new Madness musical Dur House, which o( on October 28, is certain to boost sait 

1 GIANT LEAP: 1 Giant Leap (Palm Pictures PALMD3043). Out now. One of the first 
of the most recent to corne out, over three years after Jamie Catto and Duncan Bridgeman started galhering footage. Their travels brought them into contact with is, thinkers, gurus and oddballs from 

ISOFT CELL: Live In Milan (Eagle Vision EREDV272). " 1 iow. After an 18-year Pbreak, Dave Bail and Marc 
ll-out European tour. This rformance was recorded rlier this year in front of apt audience at the HRolling Stone in Milan. Almond, who has clearly done some sort of Faustian deal with Lucifer, actually looks younger than he used to and is clearly having a whale of a time. Ail the favouriles are here - Torch, Bedsitter, Tainted Love, Say Hello Wave Goodbye. A fascinating interview with Bail and Almond describes the life and times of Soft Cell, with Almond 

al h'T'T 'i'l WESTLIFE; Unbreakable - The Greatest Hits (BMG 74321943623). November 18. Love them or hate them, they know 
Whether the whole thing cornes to a flashy, lucrative conclusion or 
here are ail their videos and some unseen dooumentary footage in the meantime. Anybody who does not know what they're getting clearly 
material, an interview with the boys and Simon1 Cowell, and an 

L < , ,, u lnteractive Same which tests fans' knowledge of the band in return for bonus footage. Unbreakable is also released as a boxed set with Westlife's other three |DVDs - Westlife Story, Coast To Coast and Where Dreams Corne True. 

« 
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IVIUS8C DVD 

IPAVEMENT: Slow Century '(Domino DOMDVDOOl). Dut now. This double-disc set brings together 279 es of matériel from defunct US indies . It features ail 13 5 with commentary oand and director, a 

foolage of the bi appearances and so on. The sound quality on the gigs is either abominable or trenchantly lo- fi, according to which camp you are in. Pavement's début CD Slanted And Enchanted is being re-released at the same time. 
THE PROCLAIMERS: The Best Of 1987- 2002 (EMI 4929209). Out now. image- wise, The Proolaimers are to resolutely staying the same what David Bowie is to reinvention and there is nothing wrong with that. This 15-track DVD contains Craig and l's promos and some of their TV s. The Proclaimers are one of 'em or hate 'em acts, but Homer m Gonna Be (500 Miles) on The înd there can surely be no higher he newer material here - There's ch, Ghost Of Love - is just as infernally catchy as the old stuff. The extras comprise a discography, lyrics for ail the tracks 
ad for the best of CD released earlier this year. This DVD is expected to do particularly well in Leith. 
MICHAEL BAIL: The Musicale And More (BMG 460249). Out now. Michael Bail is currently starring in the smash hit Chitty Chitty Bang Bang - The Musical at the London Palladium, but the 23 songs here were 

recorded at Glasgow's Royal Concert Hall during his 1996 tour. They include numbers 
Love Changes Everythmg. Interview footage 

NICKELBACK: Live At Home (Roadrunner 6109669). October 28. Shot mostly at a concert in Edmonton in January, this offering from Canada's finest features ail their hits and a new song, Mistake. How You Remind Me and Too Bad can be watched from î angles. Sound and picture 
> footage, promos are , along with a "making of" documentary about the Too Bad video. Ail in ail, this is a nicely put together package. The 

November 23 in Brighton and Never Again, a third single from the album Silver Side Up, is 
l MANIC STREET PREACHERS: Forever Delayed (Sony 2017769). October 28. In a music is generally 

Igenerous attitude to many music DVDs as the format makes its best pitch for a long-term foothold. This one includes the promos for every one of the Manies' 27 singles, totalling 30 in ail - there 
Love Us, and Faster/Revol and So Why So Sad/Found That Soul were double-A sides with two videos apiece. On top of that, you've got a 12-track remix album bearing the fingerprints of David Holmes, Massive Attack, Chemical Brothers, Jon Carter and others, a video to run behind it, a photo galiery and a discography. Phew! >-pll 

SI FATBOY SLIM: Live On Brighton Beach (Eagle Vision IEREDV279). Out now. There was a challenge facing the team behir this product; a man in a bad shirt piaying his favourite records is ni intrinsically visually interesting. However, it does help if you have is of footage from a load of caméras, a crowd of 250,000 wildly | usiastic fans and you do a very sliok editingjob. Eagle Vision has e a good fist of capturing some of the excitement, atmosphère sheer mayhem of Norman Cook's now infamous gig on Brighton Ibeach in July. There are 90 minutes of dance music from the likes of Basement Jaxx and Underworld and, surprisingly. Ail Saints. The obligatory option commentary is on offer, while the extras also include an interview with the personable Mi in which he outlines his intriguing scheme of piaying the great beaches of the world idden footage of his World Cup trip to Japan. 

' î 

& 

PHASE ONE: 
CELEBRITY TARE DOWN 

An ego is a dangerous thing lo Feed... 

TÀKETHEliAPIKTOM GORiLLÂZ WORLD ANI) EXPERIENCE AU. 
5 GORILLAZ VIDEOS PRESENTED IN 5.1 SURROUND SOUND: 

CLINT EASTWOOD, 19/2000, T0M0RR0W COMES TODAY 
ROCK THE HOUSE AND THE NEVE» BEFORESEEN, UNFINISHED VIDEO FOR 5/4 

INCIUDING THE OPTION 10 VIEW THE ORIGINAL 
STORYBOARDS anoANIMATICS. 

this3D, FULLYINTERAQT'L package aiso features: 
MULTI ANGLE 'LIVE PERFORMANCE" from the BRIT AWARDS 
'THE CHARTS OF DARKNESS" -G0RIL1AZBEHINDTNESCENESDOCUMENTARY 

INTERVIEW WITH FRONTMAN 2D 
5 "GORILLA BITES" (SH0RTAHIMAU0HPIECES),VISUAISFR0MTHE 

GORILLAZ LIVE SHOWandamuuitudeof HIDDEN EXTRAS 
THE m CD-ROM FEATURES 8 SCREENSAVERS, 2 GAMES 

12 WALLPAPERSANDTHEKEYTOTHE FUTURE OF GORILlAZ.COM II 
"LIMITED SPECIAL EDITH; INCLUDES 52-PAGE FULL COLOUR 

IllUSIRATEOHISIORYOF GORILLAZ AND EXCLUSIVE STICKER SHEET 

OUT NOW WWW.GORIllAZ.COM 

"W 
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How do you follow on from being... 
the biggest selling music act on video last year and having the Christmas Number 1 music video two years in a row? 

Westlife 
Unbreakable 
The Greatest Hits 
Released 18th November 
VHS 74321 943623 Dealer price £9.53 
DVD 74321 943629 Dealer price £13.61 

Westlife 

f., .v.V.y 

'.rw, 
: r ' ' 

. j 
. i i 

WarnerClassics 
Classical to the core 

Chloë Hanslip F® Bruch Violin Concertos 1 & 3 Sarasate 'Navarra' (Mikhail Ovrutsky) London Symphony Orchestra conducted by Martyn Brabbins 0927-45664-2 
t '/ ■. vç 
lâei Michael Nyman Facing Goya The Michael Nyman Band conducted by Michael Nyman. World Première Recording 0927-45342-2 

Pergolesi Marian Vespers Sophie Daneman, Noemi Kiss, Choir of New Collège Oxford The Academy of Ancient Music. Edward Higginbottom Re-constructed by Malcolm Bruno. World Première Recording 0927-46684-2 

msington CllU^ch^Sl^e!^l1 
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0: The Collection ■ (DEP DVDDEP1). October I28. The Brummle st 

as last year's 21st birthday cono year's open-air appearances demonstrate This set makes their case for posterity, w 26 videos from the past 22 years and a behind-the-scenes documentary from thei 21st at the NEC, featuring appearances f Chrissie Hynde, Robert Palmer, Sly & Rot 
SUPERJOINT RITUAL: Live In Dallas, Tx 2002 (Sanctuary SVE3028). November 4. Supeijoint Ritual is Parlera frontman Phil Anselmo's spirvoff hardcore métal project. This is an 11-song set recorded eariier this year in Texas. The track with interviews and behind the 1 

RONNIE WOOD: Far East Man (SPV 55474437). November 4. On this DVD, the Rolling Stones' new boy goes on a solo outing, aided and abetted by Slash of Guns N' Roses and Andréa Corr. Although recorded at the Shepherd's Bush Empire at the end of last year, the whole thing rather bas the air of an extended jamming session round Ronnie's place on a Sunday aflernoon after a very good lunch. One cannot help but think that the Stones' fans that might have provided an audience for this will instead be spending their money on Forty Licks, 
TOM JONES: Live At Cardiff Castle (Warner 0927482842). November 4. This DVD 
recorded over three selkout nights in Cardiff last year. AH the old favourites are here - Delilah, Green, Green Grass, It's Not Unusual - as well as the new hits such as Kiss and Sex Bomb. He still sounds pretty good and 

l.ihiiTi,' Ail GORILLAZ; Phase One; Celebrity Take Down (Parlophone 4901310). November 18. As you might expect from the award-winning animated artistes, this is a feature- packed offering which absolutely makes the most of the format. Indeed, it feels more like a video game than a music DVD. You explore the Gorillaz' Kong Studios, dlsoovering on the way the videos for Tomorrow Cornes Today, Clint Eastwood, 19- 2000 and Rock The House. Each of the promos can be - storyboard with b 
finished article, The wealth of 0 the Gorillaz' "live'' performance at the Brits and Charts Of Darkness, a tongue-in-cheek, behind-the-scenes documentary presented by Channel 4's Krishnan Guru- Murthy, which mercilessly flogs to death the hey-these- " -don't-really-exist gag. 

those who thought Tom's cote constituency 
might be surprised by the fans on display here - young and old, maie and female. A fascinating interview shows Jones managing to give the impression of being an ordinary bloke from Wales who just happens to have one of s voices in the world. And you ' 1 Tom talks about " 

. This 47-track collection is album of the same name. It features videos, TV appearances and live performances. Disc one contains ail the vintage stuff that the 

fans really want - for example, Starman from Top Of The Pops and Five Years from The Old Grey Whistle Test, both from 1972, and Young Americans from the Dick Cavett Show from 1974. It has ail been digitally-restored, appears pristine and sounds crystal clear. There are also the promos for Ashes To 

ed in New York in 1999, before the release of Shakira's English-language début album Laundry Service. Consequently, there are no current hits such as Whenever, Wherever or Undemeath Your Clothes - in fact no English numbers at ali. This is a performance of some of the trilingual Colombian's huge Spanish hits. At last, a chance to make use of the subtitles option. Shakira has one hell of a voice and a commanding stage presence, both of which are showcased to maximum effect here. The bonus features - a timeline, discography, photo gallery- are disappointing but the "making-of documentary is good. 
IVARIOUS: 10 Years Later With Joois Holland (Wamer 0927492542). November 118. There are 30 tracks here. reflecting some of the best performances for BBC2's flagship music | show from the last decade. Included are The Verve, David Gray, Pulp, The Hives, Oasis, PJ Harvey, Robbie Williams, Coldplay, Orbital. Moby, REM and Radiohead - something for everybody in other words and this will undoubtedly be causing ladders in a lot of Christmas stockings this year. On offer is a behind-the-scenes documentary and interviews with Bjork, Mary J Blige, Moby, Morrissey, Jarvis Cocker, Michael Stipe and Robbie Williams. ■ 
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EXCLUSIVE DOCUMENTARY, BACKSTAGE 
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"An outstanding anthology" 
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"Totally Unmissable..." 10/10 
DVDMonthly 
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WE'VE GOTYOU SURROUNDED, 

COME OUT WITH YOUR HANDS UP! 

5.1: STEREO I RECORD ; MIX : MASTER ! DVD&SACD 

metropolis group 

The Metropolis Group ofCompanies I The Power House I 70 Chiswick High Road I London W4 iSY t: .44(0)208 742"" f: .44 (0)208 742 3777 w: www.metropolis.group.co.uk e: receptionOmetro'polis-group.co.uk 



EDITED BY ADAM WOODS (adamQmusicweek.com) — P I V'illtlll 

ig Stones: mainstream SACD reissue campaign Groove Armada: releasing one of first SACD/CD hybrids Bjork: Vespertine DVD-Audi 

SACD & DVD-A: THE HI-FI 

ALTERNATIVES TO THE CD 
Two new formats, super audio CD and DVD-Audio, both of which incorporate 5.1 surround sound, are set to battle it out for 

dominance in the next few years, with the winner expected to supersede the compact dise. Adam Woods reports 
Prepresented throughout the CD era ' their tinny mid-Eighties Rolling Stones have seized upon tne next génération of formats with almost indecent haste. The band's 22 Abcko albums and compilations, released today (Monday), are first major reissues campaign for a single e to employ the new super audio CD (SACD) 

poorly CD players an larger sélection of dedicated SACD players, the î, but The purportedly unhackable SACD is targebhg the 
Of course, those who have already to the 5.1 surround-sound îd by the film industry's hugely fui DVD-Video format may have also got wind of another high quality audio format coming at the mainstream market from an entirely différent direction. The consortium d the DVD-Audio dise - which includes sr, alongwith a raft of hardware since Universal's manufacturers and déclaration of its 'mis isn'l reolly a format war. ^1° speciaiists - intention to find a . ... . . hopes to build initial replacement for the SACD IS 0 pure OUtilO format 00(1 market share on the 

neJ f""the DVD-A is not afaout music, il is Sb w'5 

SsbaSe1135 ab0U, ViSUnlS' - Sim0n Heyworlh, me BVA fatal fia» in the 2d Super Audio Mnsterîng predicts wir 

ts of a DVD player an 

Comprising a single dise playable as both a high-quality SACD recording and a standard CD, the Abcko remasters are also the first fruits 

Although DVDA players are available in1 
own right and are. strictly speaking, the on hardware which allows consumers access full-strength, high-bandwidth DVDA sound, DVDA's backers believe that their format v emerge triumphant owing to the number ol DVDVideo players already sold. After ail. tt logic goes, who would buy an SACD player when they can listen to music in pretty goc quality surround through the home 
they already own? The potency of the 

the audiophlle community and is the format of choice of Neil Young - for years one of the fiercest critics of digital sound. Over the past year, releases in both formats have surged, in a modest fashion. even if the catalogue available features the curiously 

edby Sony and Philip: homes by Christr ;er of British 

itseif as the secure physical format . . .. ave the music industry's bacon. is climbmg fast, "We believe, by the end ist majority of releases readable by this year, 1.2m households 

audiophile disdain for 

id Philips' SACD ;velopmi ' wooing thi 
set-up DVDA has earned only i 

new format campaigns. In DVDA, releases include original producers Ken Caillat and Richard Dashut's 5.1 mix of Reetwood Mac's Rumours, along with other jewels of Warner's the home Seventies Asylum, Elektra and Reprise catalogues, a handful 'I am much more inleresfed in of more recem    . , . releases from Warner DVD-A because of player pene- artists such as Natalie 
tration. The video elemenl of DVD remptePiioS1 ^ 

is whol will give people some- toma^df 
thing Iruly différent' - john of indépendant 
Trickelf, 5.1 Entertainment m me us, crosby, Stills, Nash & Young made a policy of vétéran Graham Nash put out his last solo cers, engineers and album on DVDA three weeks before its CD i, once exposed tp release. while in the UK Bjôrk's Vespertine i hard to convince. and Queen's A Night At The Opéra are little less respect in relatively rare exampies of non-Warner >^14 

I 

the best Pro Tools Systems in London 

stronghire.com 
020 7426 5150 
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H® aew insider's guide 

îd from DSD ar 

HYBRID SACD PLAYABLE ON: SACD players, CD players, PlayStation 2, XBox, DVD- d!l Video/SACD players. X~^r~7 FOR BEST RESULTS: Play on SACD player or combinedDVD-Video/SACD player for SACD sound, whicli may include multi-channel, depending on st/PERAUD/OCD the dise. Hybrid SACD will play on ail ottier products listed above, but only in CD quality. If the CD layer is not encrypted, the dises can also be played on computers with DVD-Rom drives. Note that Sony reieases are single layer-only at this stage - that is, they omit the CD layer - so will only play on hardware specifically intended for SACD. RECORD COMPANIES INVOLVED: EMI, Sony, Universal, Virgin, Zomba, Chesky, linn, Telaro, ZTT and others. AVAILABLE RELEASES: The Rolling Stones catalogue from 1963 to 1972, Mike Oldfield's Tubular Bells, Groove Armada (piotured) and Kinobe (pictured) albums, plus around 500 catalogue titles in Europe, with 1,000 tities promised Worldwide by Christmas. Approximately half of dises are multi-channel, although stereo SACDs are remaste ' ' "" 'il 
WHERE TO BUY DISCS: Retail pénétration is poor at this stage, exoept 1 in The Rolling Stones and Groove Armada séchons. The hybrid r ' most dises means that, where they are sold, they are generally racked ] alongside CDs. However, online is the place to find SACD recordings < the moment. Amazon, for instance, recently added an SACD : 
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS; Billed as a new standard for pure audio, SACD is based on new coding technology called Direct Stream Digital (DSD). The DSD platform is said by many to provide the highest sound quality currently possible. Ils high bandwidth enables it to approximate the original analogue waveform, for unparalleled audio resoiub'on. Musical content can also be accompanied by text. FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 0-100 kHz DYNAMIC RANGE: 120dB FURTHER INFORMATION: www.superaudio-od.com www.sonyeurope.com/sacd www.sacd.philips.com 
But on top of its Stones coup. SACD is : to achieve what DVD-A has yet to do in thl: country, with the release on November 4 o all-new material on the hybrid SACD/CD format, in the shape of Groove Armada's fortheoming Lovebox album on Zomba's 

td fortheoming pop project Robyn is currently also getting the treatment. But the artist fit has to be right, accordmg to Zomba head of A&R Scott Maclachlan. "It is not political at ail," he says. "Sales at 

PwYABLEUOnPdVD-A players, DVD-Video players, PlayStat'^ 2. XBox, computers with DVD-Rom drives. Not playable at ail on CD SACD players. -„r(,nfion to Warner's essentiallytruthful assertion FOR BEST RESULTS: Au^ contains an additionai audio mixS^be played on any DVD unit,'high définition DVD-A quality is only available 
RECO^D^OMMnIeS^NVOLVED^EME Warner, One Little Indian, EMI Classics, Naxos. 
AVAHJiBILE RELEASES: A lot of vintage Wather reieases, many of^em Seventies West Coast i ic: rnrk mandv Newman's Little Criminals, Jom Mitchell s Botn Sides now, i ne Doobie Brothere' The Captain And Me, Fleetwood Mac's Rumours. The Eagles' Hôtel Califomia (pictured) et al), plus more contemporary Warner material from artiste mcluding The Corrs, REM, Alanis Morissette (pictured), Eric Cl^"" "H i ena. Hootie & The Biowfish among others. Bjôrk's Vespertine and Deep Purple's Orchestra are other recent reler"' ol"' repertoire, such as David Juritz' Seasons and Daniel Barenboim WHERE TO BUY DISCS: High Street London, sometimes feature sma Otherwise, as with SACD, DVD-A is best shopped TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS: DVD-Audio uses the PCM coding technology developed for CD and also used in DVD-Video. It offers audio in stereo and in multi-channel surround, as well as the limited amount of video, which can be also used to graphies. DVD-Audio dises can, and generally do, inolude audio encoded in Dolby Digital and DTS formats for DVD-Video players. FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 0-96kHz DYNAMIC RANGE: 144dB FURTHER INFORMATION: www.digitalaudioguide.com www.www.dvddemystified.com 
the moment are absolutely minimal, but the people who have sat down and listened to it I are blown away by it." Meanwhile, EMi, Virgin, Sony and Universal, with frankly undeniable political mobves, have contributed to the 500 catalogue titles currently available on SACD across Europe, even if Sony reieases have strangely omitted 

to include the CD layer which provides the i important bridge between SACD and the billion-strong worldwide CD hardware base. 
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Tubular Bells; tops the SACD chart for Oldfield eventually be removed, making the dise 

and CEO Jorgen Larsen declared his support CD form and, for "this high-quality. secure music format" ' August, it is fair to assume that, for Larsen and Univetsal. "secure" was the operative word. In tum, Universal's public support seems likely to provide a spur for c who are deciding which way to go. ' ' as clearly the big di 

According to Sony Super Audio CD Business Centre (Europe) director David Walstra. tt strength of SACD is that it 

entlrely secure. or so they hope. Most of those involved in developing and exploiting the two formats take great pains te play down any hint of a serious rivalry between SACD and DVD-Audio, on the basis that the two are each approaching the market via a différent route. rpical line is that there is no reason why the two ( 

er labels encryption, as 
;e they an number of titles we are talking about is so big," says Paul Reynolds, who heads JQ, the stratégie consultancy created to push the SACD format on behalf of Philips. "They really want to get away from CD into something which is copy-protected i actually, they are pushing it ' ' 

invisible physical watermarking and 
layers, each layer of 

'[Universol] really wanl lo gel away format war^because 
are two différent things," says leading from CD into something which is 

copy-protected [SACD] and they 
are pushing it even faster lhan we 

are now'-Paul Reynolds, 1Q 

best-selling SACD in a Heyworth 5.1 multi- channel remix), identifies SACD's Direct Stream Digital (DSD) coding platform as the crucial différence between the two formats. -DSD enables you to create something that is a great leap forward beyond compact dise," he says. "The enjoyment of listening to music has corne back for me." Still, the temptation to talk in terms of a format war is a strong one, perhaps because the unassailable dominance of CD over the last 20 years has created the impression that music consumers will inevitably rally en masse behind a single audio format. Certainly, given the money that has already been pumped into the development and infrastructure, if either one should fail to find a market it would represent a disaster for its backers. But Philips, for one, seems confident. "Of co 

ay ultimately be 
SACD cannot be played on 

Sony already features SACD compatibility as standard in its DVDVideo players. If SACD takes hold as its developers believe it should, the CD layer présent in most of today's dises will 

Mastering, his own 5.1 mixing studio in d by Sanctuary Studios, format and DVDA is 

hing when you make the décision to go with a particular format," says Reynolds. "We have to review that commitment every year and every year it is becoming an easier discussion to have. Once people listen to it and use it, they really can't go back." 

DEL : 
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Doiby Surround Sound Services 
Digital média like DVD-Audio. DVD-Video 
and DTV mean there's a whole host ot' 
new ways to deliver exciting, involving 
surround sound expériences for your 
listeners. Dolby can help you make 
the most of these new formats with 
consultancy and training services, as well 
as equipment solutions for mastering and 
monitoring multichannel audio. For more 
détails, call us today on 01793-842100 or 
email ifurround.sercices@dolhy.co.uk. 
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developing their 5.1 and DSD capabilities in recent years. In many cases they have played the rôle of unofficial cheerleaders for both 

Others take a A. Los Angeles-based DVD-A le Entertainment last montb opei office, headed by former Vital coowner Mike Chadwick. in advance of ils first pan-European product roll-out in January. The company holds the DVD-A rights to the Sanctuary Music Group catalogue for the world in addition to numerous other licences and is possibly the first independent to take the format as its core business. "I actually have the ability to do SACD on ail but about nine tities," says 5.1 Entertainment chairman and CEO John Trickett. "But I have really taken a concerted décision not to do that. I am much more 
br SACD is really qi 

t, get a new player and buy : CD collections again, just bece - sound. The video element of DVD what will give people something truly 
of Peter Gabriel SACD remasters for Virgin; and Olympic recently had Doves and Coldplay 

perfectly crédible argument to suggest that neither DVDA or SACD will take off in the face of the worid's massive file-sharing habit and that, logicaliy, disobased file-cacheing System will 
It is also what currently makes DVD truly expensive, "There are one ortwo DVDAudio 'As for as music is concemed, 

absokrtel/brillîahtt DVD - Olld SACD IS teChtliCdlly H Tve^the f 
mwîwïïr DVD dise - will be Ihe Insl physi- «ESuS,0 

SKIS» cal lormai' - Mihe Ciliespie, KJSSgSî many classic albums MetrODOllS GrOUP 1101 surprising that are there which jusb'ly manufacturers have spending $50,00D100,000 to bundle up with been slower to corne around to multkchannel archive footage?" audio formats. Sonopress is currently one of But with SACD and DVDA work starting to only two outfits m the world which are 

sleallng 

"I personally be is concerned, DVD - and SACD is technically a DVD dise - will be the last physical format," says Mike Gillespie, head of new business at Metropolis Group. "That's a Personal view, and I could be completely wrong," he stresses. "But file- sharing is not going to go away - it is going 
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THE OFFICIAI UK fliBPLAY CHflBTS 

TOP 50 
l ./I r iM 

Avril Lavigne 
iî i1? 

Arista 2423 +15 91.02 +16 

A 3 ; i DILEMMA Nelly feat. Kelly Rowiand 3004 +24 90.34 +11 by ALAN JONES 4 3 ' is MY VlblUN Jakatta féal. Seal Ru|jn 1979 + 10 74.42 -6 2288 +6 63.81 .5 .. 6 5 " UTTLE BY LITTLE Oasis 1889 +2 60.47 -1? ^jritish radio aligns Itself with radio in Germany, Switzerland, 
A 7 '3 o DIE AN0THER DAY Madonna 1531 +50 59.66 +66 IJlargest audience to 18-year-old Canadian neweomer Avril 3 » o WHAT'S YOUR FLAVA? Craig David Wildstar 1339 +22 47.86 +23 Lavigne s début single Complicated. Lavigne's arrivai at the 9 n Samantha Mumba Polydor 1456 +18 46.93 +15 summit here cornes as the single holds at number four on the sales chart, and reverses the record's fading fortunes. It lost 10% of its audience and 4% of its plays a fortnight ago, but bounced back last week, for no immediately apparent reason. 10 ' 3t ROUND ROUND Sugababes Universal/Uni-lsland 1682 .g 45.41 -20 11 30 » HEAVEN DJ Sammy & Yanou feat Do Data/Ministry Of Sound 1540 +14 44.71 -2 12 to o UKE l LOVE YOU Justin Tlmberlake Jive 983 +56 44.62 +35 with a 15% leap in plays and a 16% surge in audience, to . 13 is 3 NUFL0W Big Brovaz 943 +30 43.19 +27 carry it to the top of the chart. As well as topping the charts in six of the 16 European territories monitored by Music Control, Complicated continues to top the overall European 14 s 33 GOT T0 HAVE YOUR LOVE Liberty X 1485 -30 39.45 -24 A 15 33 9 ELECTR1CAL STORM U2 Island/Uni-lsland 1036 +41 39.06 +55 rankings, with Nelly & Kelly Rowland's Dilemma placed A 16 35 D THE ZEPHYR SONG Red Hot Chili Peppers Warner Bros 788 +67 38.63 +38 second, and Us Ketchup's The Ketchup Song (Asereje) third. Lavigne's triumph means that Blue's One Love and 17 " 3» UNDERNEATHITALL No Doubt 993 -6 36.97 -15 A 18 33 o UNBREAKABLE Westlife S 786 +15 35.57 +55 despite impressive spurts, The Blue single, having become À 19 3. " D0WNB0Y Holly Valance London 1051 •4 35.39 +10 the first pre-release single to top the chart this year, 20 is Badly Drawn Boy Twisted Nerve/XL 34.78 -10 continued to grow at a fast pace last week, increasing its plays by 330 (15.6%) and its audience by more than 9m (11%) and finished up marginally behind Blue. with an A 21 si o THE GAME OF LOVE Santana feat, Michelle Branch Arista 748 +74 34.69 +130 A 22 33 32 DREAMING 0FY0U The Coral 253 +22 32.47 +6 audience of 90.973m, just 48,000 smaller than Lavigne's. It 23 9 i o STARRY EYED SURPRISE Oakenfold Perfecto 1076 -29 32.39 -44 is the biggest weekly audience yet earned by any Blue single 24 35 o DEAD IN THE WATER David Gray IHT/East West 385 +65 30.74 +39 and confirms their current favoured status at radio just ahead of the release of their second album. Meanwhile, Nelly & Kelly Rowland's Dilemma increased its A 25 33 o ADRIENNE The Calling RCA 788 +17 29.37 +9 26 i! ■9 GANGSTA L0VIN' Eve feat. Alicia Keys Interscope/Polydor 993 -3 29.22 -19 audience from 81.47m to 90.33m. and its plays from 2,417 A 27 35 u ALL MY LIFE Foo Fighters RCA 189 +36 28.71 +5 to an astonishing 3,004 - which is by far the highest tally of 

28 u i 43 DY-NA-MI-TEE Ms Dynamite Polydor 111? + 1 26.55 -31 the week and also the first time this year any track has 
29 33 o IT'S ALL GRAVY Romeo feat Christina Milian Relentless 864 +21 25.71 +9 has even made it onto the Radio Two playlist, and was aired À. 30 « 2 THE KETCHUP SONG (ASEREJEI Las Ketchup Columbia 976 +27 24.89 +22 by the station eight «mes last week - a total topped by only a  HIGHEST CLIMBER  dozen dises. 

A 31 •« o FM GONNA GETCHA G00D! Shania Twain Mercury 609 +126 24.46 +58 By comparison with the record which it replaced atop the sales chart. Las Ketchup's The Ketchup Song (Asereje) is faring pretty well on airplay - but was expected to do much 32 34 2i CLEANIN'OUT MY CL0SET Eminem Interscope/Polydor 585 -32 24.29 ■25 33 .3 3< WHEN 1 L0ST YOU Sarah Whatmore RCA 1272 -31 24.27 -62 better. A week after ending the sales reign of Will Young and i 34 39 o PUT THE NEEDLE ON IT Dannii London 709 +8 23.15 +12 less than dizzy heights of number 46 on the airplay chart a fortnight ago, and now slumps to number 110). The Ketchup Song (Asereje) gets a perceptible lift from its success. A 36 57 o W0RKIT Missy Elliott Elektra/EastWest 300 +52 22.52 +65 A 36 54 23 CHECK THE MEANING Richard Ashcroft Hut/Virgin 461 +15 21.62 +55 A 37 55 o BRING IT BACK McalmontS Butler Chrysalis 221 +69 21.25 +54 advancing 40-30 on the airplay chart, while upping its 
38 33 1 u THE TIDE IS HIGH (GEI THE FEEUNG) Alomic Kitten Innocent 1107 -20 20.75 -31 monitored plays tally from 771 to 976 and Its audience from 20.42m to 24.88m. It is domg better on ILR, where it moves 29-20 this week but is let down by Radio One (a handful of 39 31 s m TRY lan Van Dahl NuLife/Arista 395 +2 20.20 -21  BIGGEST1NCREASE IN PLAYS  niccccr iiunRpacp iw fliiniFMr.F  plays) and Radio Two (no plays at ail). Despite its ILR success, the biggest ILR station, Capital FM, is being a little miner Anncn  mean on the plays front, too, airing the dise just eight «mes 

A 40i<4 0 MUSIC GETS THE BEST 0F ME Sophie Ellis-Bextor Polydor 644 +180 18.91 +251 last week, enough for it to share a lowly 47th place on the station's most-played list. A 41 33 o C0ME INTO MY WORLD Kylie Minogue Parlophone 888 +54 18.56 +68 N-Sync have always struggled for airplay, despite half a . 42 43 35 CRY Faith Hill Warner Bros 31 -13 17.94 +18 dozen Top 10 sales hits. Their best performance on the 
A 43 53 6 THEREBY THE GRACE 0FG0D Manie Street Preachers Epie 456 +24 17.55 +44 A crédible collaboration with Nelly, it climbed to number five 44 «i « JUST THE WAY YOU ARE Milky Multiply 430 -25 17.21 -7 on the airplay chart in May, with big support from Radio One i 46 59 o THE SCIENTIST Coldplay Parlophone 211 +111 16.92 +25 and from Capital FM, where it topped the most-played list with A 46 >i o DIRRTY Christina Aguilera feat. Redman RCA 388 +112 16.87 +59 59 spins. That credibility is also rubbing off on the group's 

47 36 o IN MY PLACE Coldplay Parlophone 746 -21 16.56 -31 ascent of the airplay chart, jumping 20-12 this week. It has 48 43 « JUST A LITTLE Liberty X V2 501 +12 16.26 -9 won a bigger seal of approval from Radio One than even 49 33 20 LIFEG0ES0N LeAnn Rimes Curb/London 728 -6 16.25 -93 Girlfriend managed - it was aired 28 «mes last week - and Is 50 43 si ATH0USAND MILES Vanessa Carlton A&M/Polydor 641 -8 16.23 -7 also getting great support from Capital FM (45 plays). Less than a month after soecialist radio sta«ons were 

AIRPLAY 
COMMENTARY 

serviced wrth exclusive mlxes of Alive, from he ' Jennifer Lopez's new single Jenny From The BI widely distributed lest week, and opens well wi 

The fastest growing hit on US radio attains a similar accolade here this week. Santana's teamîng with Michelle Branch, The Game Of Love, explodes 22-12 or Billboard's US airplay list, while a 51-21 leap here makes it the highest new entry to the Top 50. Its UK impetus is largely due to 12 spins from Radio Two, 24 from Virgin and 38 from Capital FM which, between 

AIRPLAY FACTSHEET Contemporary chart than on the Hot 100 with their recent hit, Out Of My Heart (Into Your Head). It reach. 2T 56 on the Hc 

One of the few British teen acts to make a US breakthrough in America in recent years, enjoyed greater succès 

itemporary chart. Radio Two also thinks it has an appeal for older audiences, and after testing the water with a play a couple of weeks ago, it upped support on the track to 14 plays last week. ILR stations of its audience of 34.69m. also got solidly behind the dise on its fîrst full week on îrwaves, and its overall tally of 252 plays and an nce of more than 15m provide it with a début just of the Top 50, at number 52. >ard's Adult 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CHABTS 

SINGLES 

SINGLES FACTFILE 
SINGLES 

COMMENTARY 

Nelly becemes the lalest hip-hop star to register a number one hit, debuting in pôle position with Dilemma, partnered by Kelly Rowland. The single - which has been number one on the US Hot 100 for nine weeks so far - is the 23-year-old Texan's third hit of the year, followmg Girlfriend, his number two collaboration with N'Sync in April, and Hot In Herre, which reached number four the 

Need And Want You, a song first recorded by Patti LaBelje in 1983, it is the fîrsf Singie for three months to top 200,000 sales in a week, with nearly 2087000 buyers last week. Its success Tfiëâhsthat Nelly's companion Kelly Rowland has had a number one every year in the 21st Century - she topped in 2000 with Independent Women and again in 2001 with Survivor, both as a 
by ALAN JONES following month. Based partly on Love, member of Destmy s Chdd. 

Grabbing a 25.66% : market last week, tlie Universal Dilemma by Nelly featuring Kelly Rowland is the first single this year from a company 

chart, lu While Kelly Rowland tops thi Destiny's Child bandmate Kandi enjoys writer. Kandi - who had lier own Top 10 hit with Don't Think l'm Not shortly after leaving the group two years ago - is co- writer of l'm Right Here, the first singIFSnd Samantha Mumba's upcoming 

MARKET REPORT TOP 10 COMPANIES TOP CORPORATE GROUPS 

SALES UPDATE YEAR TO DATI SWEP VERSUS LAST 

B^SDEPENDENT SINGLES 

Shazam TAG CHART 

W7' 

1.6million tracks on the Shazam database Gel maximum exposure ot your pre-releases to boost sales 
^ ^ o tro m ! "nuisîc @s h^zamtea m! c om ^ London W,B 
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38 GES] 
39 ™reload 

DAYS GO BY NU FLOW 41 m* SORTA FAIRYTALE COMPUCATED FEEL IT BOY 
BUNSEN BURNER HERE BY THE GRACE OFGOD LIGHT MY FIRE 
COMEBACKAROUND NEW DIRECTION PAPA DONT PREACH 

JUST LIKE A PILL 
00 33 12COLOURBLIND O 
01 38 9 CROSSROADS 

DOWN BOY STRANGE AND BEAUTIFUL 
MY VISION CO 3 CAFE DEL MAR J Energy 52 (Paul MIFfeibi DOWN 4 U LIKE A PRAYER 

► S 74321965972/74321965974IBMG1 48 GUE ad Magic MAGICD25/-(V) 

7 FANTASY Polydor 5709852/5709854(1 
5 WHAT I GO TO SCHOOL FOR i 5al MCSXD40294/MCSC40294 (U) 56 ffTCTlSHINED ON ME PIAS PIASX028CD/- ( 

57 I BXR BXRC0395/- (ADD1 

2 DREAMING OF YOU 
58 |pWORK ITOUT      m 3SL (Winans/Combs) EMWamet-ChappeKoniba/Dei 

mbia 6729822/6729824 (TEN) (Knowles/Wilhams) -/6729326 Epie 6727875/6727874 (TEN) 
00 36 2 SPACE WALK ^ 

§ Q1 57 15 ANYONE OF Us' (STUPm MISTAKE) • 
XL IFXLS ISOCDA (VI 

S 74321950602/74321950604 (BMG) 
6 WHEN I LOST YOU 62 

1er Bros W593CD/W593C (TEN) 63 5 6 WALK ON WATER ivaCDTiVI79/rCTIV179|E) 
m IN YOURHANDS 

V2 WR5020506/WR5020505 (3MV/PI 61 LOVE IT WHEN WE DO Polydor 5709042/5709034 (Ul 

IjrajjCAUGHT BY THE RIVER 
FOREVER 

rmCHILDREN OFTHENIGHT 
SHE HATES NIE 

UNDERNEATH YOUR CLOTHES 
ADD1CTIVE 
ROUND ROUNDO 

FoDÎis 

Ail Around The World CXGLOBE 257/- (A 
68 CEnBAD fEELINGlcC(W B . 15, Lantastic Plastc Fps^œ^j 
69 cnashHiDNYSœ 

White Label -(PM) c (tbc, ■/5000007432304 y0 66 3 INSATIABLE Mulliply CDMULTY88/- (BMG) î/Subpub (Miller) -/TMULTYSS 71 6J ^AUTOMATIC HIGH ! ■ S Club Juniors (Jewels & Slonel 19/BMG./Univer (Riv h -mcS/CC(J LOffiS0S!)8)34(lJ) 

79 70 7 HAVE FUN GO MAD / £. Tweenies (Blair) BMG (Mackichan/Tay BBC Music WMSS 60572/WMSS 60574 (U, lor) -/■ 
73 raWHY'D YOU LIETO ME Epie 6731115/673n 14 (TEN, 
74 PEnjWHEN YOU SLEEP 4:45 Recordings LVIEW02CD/- (TEN) Vey) -/LVIEW02 

IIUIT^Î 
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ALBUMS 
COMMENTARY 

by ALAN JONES 

ALBUMS FACTFILE after opening v of 12 last Tue& . last year, Rumeurs sold more than,47,P0p lies injZOOl, and a further 25,000 this 3r. nieJ/ery Best Of Fleetwood Mac is _ Jl-track dise covering the group's »his week's hidhest début entire career, from its blues-based early ^rursTnterind at numb^Wn with hits like Black Magic Woman, A— ^P^S^ee^Mac. Tbe -d Man «TbeWor^o — ' 

■ after oeening with a 'sales flash' positi Making their first aPP®arance 'n P of 12 last Tuesday. Despite net charting 10 smcethey toppedthe chart^h |ast yeari Rumou,s sold more than,47,00i BehmdTheMask.nfOOO ^ 
surfacJ27=So,^Mae 

irrrat» MARKET REPORT 

ig at number 14, th >ts in the Top 15, th 
sd five albums in 17 

of 187.000. The only albumen the Top 20 to 

COMPIIATIONS 

Aled Jones charted five albums in 17 

WÊÊÊ 
rHEiHARL HearMylady as well as religions offerings : 38.7% otbcniSW including Oh Holy Night and Pie Jesu. H^ones^s from the ^ishislandofAnglese 

1 way as hearing a cuckoo the 14th album in the sériés to top the chart, MARKET RJ^RRT 

100 buyers out of the box in 
^xBEà

s2' he Gun by Planet Perfecto, 
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^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m flj. U K ALBUMS C H A B T 

^ v, Title Labol/CD (Distributor) •= S <5 ArtistlProducBr race.Ai;„.jiMn 

il mmsmsm 26 33 a GREATEST HITS 1 II & 111*2 IOSÏÏ 5298832w! 52 28 24 GHV2 *2 K2 MavcnckA/arr 
\M 

3 FORTY LICKS ★ Virgin/Decca CDVDX2964IEI tolk^SBaeslUosOftiwGtamTvœlBi^Slmsmw/JiiWimiil TaW-(- 
27 m ̂  AlsdjLesiPrizernan/Tillayl UCJ 0644792 |U) 53 IMI TH,E NAKED RIDE H0ME Eleklra EA627932 (TEN) 

2' 28 3 
<0 ESCAPE *3 *2 Irrters cope/Polydor 4931822 (U) Cfl „ g HOMETIME 0 ^ * Alison Moyet CThe Insectsl Sanctuary SANCD128 (P) 

3 3 4 ELV1S - 30 #1 HITS ★ RCA 07863680792 (BMG) , 29 33 28 ASHANTI * Ashanti (7/Gotti/Santana/Ashanti) Mercurv 5868302 (U) cr 57 48 PAIN IS LOVE ★ Ja Rule {Gotti/Fyfle/Uf flob) DefJam 5864372 (U) -/5864371/- 
41 25 COME AWAY WITH ME -k Parlophone 5386092 (E) 30 33 

78 SONGBIRD *4 rel BlixStreet/HotG210045(MOT) Eva Cassidy ICassidy/Biondo) G410045/-/- gg 44 )7 HEATHEN • Columbia 5082229 (TEN) 
56 ,6 NELLYVILLE ★ Univorsal 0186902 lui Nelly Uusl Blaze) ./■/■ 31 33 4 BOUNCE • Bon Jovi (Ebbin/Bon Jovi/Sambora/Chi Mercury 0633952 (UJ Id/Carlsson) 0630594/-/- C? IjmjHATE Mantra/Beggarr «j # il T^g De|ga(jos (Fridmann/Dougan/The ̂Banquet MNTCD1031 (V) 
65 38 MISSUNDAZTOOD *2 pel Arisla07822147l82|BMG) Pink(PenY/Ellion/Aus6n/StorclVFrederiksen/Supa)74321913244/-/- 32 33 32 LAUNDRY SERVICE *2 *3 Shakira (Shakira) Epic 4987202 (TEN) 58 39 Pe^er^Gabrie!(Gabriel/Hagua/Osbome Realworld PGCDll (E) 

. 71 
g 7 

m THE VERY BEST OF WSM8122735352ITENI **' Reetwood Mac (Reetwood Mac/McLeas/Variousl , LET GO ® Arista 74321949312 (BMG) 
33 33 

34 35 
21 THINKING IT OVER ★ UbenyX(Various) 23 ORIGINAL PIRATE MATERIAl •toctadi 

V2 WR1017782 (3MV/P) ^ S RQ 71 10 MELODY AM • WallOiSound WAaCD027(V) |'J,J Royksopp (Royksopp) -/WALUPIH?/- 
en 47 5 EVE-OLUTION Interscope/Polydor4934722(U) 

9 m rrn FOOTPRINTS • London 0927493722 (TENI 111 Holly Valance (Hooper/Cutfàlhar & Joe/PadleY/Oadfrev/lhomalIv/kanous) -/•/- 35 3 3 LIFE ON OTHER PLANETS Supergrass (Hoffer) Parlophone 5418002 (E) 
UU Eve (DrDre/Gotti/7/SwizzBeats/Hotrunner/Various) -HSSMUI- RI 46 2 POWER IN NUMBERS Interscope/Polydor4934372(U) u 1 Jurassic 5 (Cul Chemist/DJ Nu-Mark/Juju/Various) -/493437)/- 

10» 8 A RUSH OF B100D TO THE HEAD *2 Padophona 5405042 IEI Coldplay (Nelsoa/Coldplay/Phianl 5405044/5405041/- 36" 47 ALLRISE*3S1 Blue (StarGate/Ruffin/Steelworks/Padli Innocent CDSIN 8 (E) 3y/Godfrey) SINMC8/-/- RO BraTHERISING • rzi U£. 1 "M Bruce Springsteen (O'Brien) Columbia 5080009 (TEN) 
il » ,5 HEATHEN CHEMISTRY *2 rel BipBrotherRKIDCD25(3MV/TEN1 37 3 2THE DATSUNS The Datsuns (Watson/Abbot/Sonic Nei /vth) -/SNLP 019/- RO 54 14 BENOT NOBODY • Vanessa Carbon IFair) A&M/Mercury 4933672 (U) 
121 m VISIONS Rulin RULINCD01 I3MV7TEN1 111 Jakattalleel -/RULINIPOI/- 38 33 5 ILLUMINATION • Indeper idiente ISOM33CDL (TEN) -/ISOM33LP/- fi A WRITE LADDER *7 rt 2 ihi Ut aua DavidGravlGray/McClune/Polson/De Vries) 85738315™ 
13 4 15 BYTHEWAY rel WamerBros9362481402(TEN) 4 Red Hol Chili Peppers IRubin) 9362461404/-/-i 39 33 8 SONGS FOR THE DEAF • Intcrscope/Polydor4934440 (U) Queens 01 The Slone Age IHommoA'alsndne/Kasperl -/-/- fie 48 5 THE ESSENTIAL COLLECTION 00 Marc Bolan & T Rex (ViscomiA/arious Universal TV 4934882 (U) 
14 1 wa TWISTED ANGEL Curb/London 5046611562 (TENI LeAnn Rimes (Child/Amalo/Paganil -/-/■ 40 34 41 SILVER SIDE UP *2 si Roadrunner 12084852 (U) RR 64 22 DESTINATION ★ Polydor5897892(U) UU fionan Kear'ng (AIsnimler/Nîrxcllsi'Mac/PaQlevrOocrrcyT.laccolVBrariley) SSmU- 
151 M DEFINITIVE Mercury 0633562 |U| ^ 1NXS {Thomas/Opitz/INXS/Faiibairn/Famss/McGuire/Rodgarsl-/-/- 41 33 34 COMECLEAN • ^ jmen Îcope/Polydor 4930742 (U) 07 49 gINTERGALACTICSONIC 7"S • Infectious 1NFEC120COB (3MV/P) 
16 2 19 A LITTLE DEEPER • Polydor5899552 (U| 42 33 s DANCING DOWN THE SÏONEYROADO Jazzee Blue JBLUEC001XI3MV/P1 RO n 75 JOSTENODGH EDUCATION TO PEBfOBM *5 «2 nmwmmm U 0 Slereophorics (Bitd S Birsh/lalhaml W6 tOISSJÏWR 10I5S31/WB 1015839 
17 ' 3 S0NGB00K - A UFETIME OF MUSIC 43 « ,8 CAMINO PALMERO The Calling (Tanner) RCA 74321916102 (BMG) -/-/- RO 62 58 S0NGSINAMIN0R*2 « ** ^ Alicia Keys (Oupri/Burruss/Brothers/k M J 80813200022 (BMG) 
18 3 (: FEELS SO GOOD © InnocenlCDSINIO(E) 44 n®jSHADOWSONTHEWALL Hying Sparks TDBCD068 (U) 70 ralRVGOniPTSTHEINC ' u tlil" Itv Gotti Pis The Inc (Gotli/Santanaff, Murder Inc 0630332 (U) Auretius/Buck/DL) -/-/- 
19 » 3 THE RAGPICKER'S DREAM Mercury 0632932 (U) Mark KnopOer (Ainley/Knopllerl 0632924/0632921/- 45 43 ,6 TENAC10US DO Epie 5077352 (TEN) 71 Parlophone 5358042 (E) 
201 ̂ITOSKY Ukota 6095292rTENI 46 33 12 PlISHIIE BEAIHHTHIS JAM-HESINCIES • 1 Sferfiey TuneSi'Edê! UK 0141172STUIV) 72 El THE IMMACULATE COLLECTION *11 Sire 7599254402 (TEN) 
21 « 3 AQUALUNG O B Unique 5046606982 (TEN) Aqualung (Hayles) -/•/• 47 33 89 PARACHUTES *6 m Coldplay (NelsoiVColdplay/Allison) Parlophone 5277832 (E) 5277834/5277831/- TO 69 97 THEMANWH0*8 «3 Independiente 1S0M9C0X(TEN) ' à TravislGodrich/Hedges/Wallis.'Grimbie) ISOM 9MC/IS0M 3LF/1S0M 9MD 
22 33 ,2 THE CORAL Dellasonic DLTCD0O6 (TEN) Hie Curai (Broudie) -/DLTLPIXW- 48 33 23 18 * PE 1 Mule CDSTUMM202 (V) CSTUMM202/STUMM202/- 7/1 go e ROCK STEADY O mtei ' ^ No Doubt (No Doubt/Hooper/Sly & Robbi( rscope/Polydor 4931582 (U) 
23 8 ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES • lsIandAln,-lslandCID8122(Ul 49 43 33 RIGHT NOW ★ ^ ^ i lnnocentCDSIN6(E) SINMC6/-/- y 5 63 4 HALOS &H0RNS Sanctuary SANCD126 (P) 
24 " 9 IMAGINE ★ Blix Sueet/Hot G210Q75 (ROT) Eva Cassidy (McCulley/Cassidy/Biondo/Izzil -/■/- 50 33 3 BUSTED Busted (Robson/McLaughlin) Universal MCD60084(U) 
25 3 2, THE EMINEM SHOW *2 «2 Interscupe/PalYdc,4932922(0) Emmem (Ore/Eminem/Bass/Porter) 4932904/4932901/- 51 33 7 THE CHICAGO STORY-COMPLETE GREATES! ^08122736302™ 

TOP COMPILATIONS ARTISTS A-Z 
* S a Trde g Artist Uabel/CD/Cass/Vinyl/MJDJDismbuMrt 101 m GET THE PARTY STARTED ^ Columbia STVCDW-/-/-(TENI 

11 El pi LADY S1NGS THE BLUES - NIGHT & DAY ^ Virgin/EMI VTDCD499W-/-IE) 
12 6 5 FUNKY DIVAS - THE AUTUMN COLLECTION Telstar TV/BMG rrVC0329ar-/-/- (BMG) 

21 îrfl 1 LOVE O Au B Unique 0927493712/-/-/-(TEN) 13 8 5 DANCE NATION ANTHEMS Ministry 01 Sound MOSCD52/7-/- (3MV/TENI 
3 3 NEW WOMAN - THE AUTUMN COLLECTION • Virgin/EMI VTDCD475/-/-/- (E) 14,2 ,3 NOW THATS WHAT1 CALL MUSIC! 52 *3 EMI/Virgin/Universal TV CDNOW52/TCNOmS2/-/-10 
4 4 6 WH1LE IV1Y GUITAR GENTLY WEEPS^ ^ 15" 2 BIG BEACH BOUTIQUE II Southern Fried ECB 34CDX-/-/-(3MV/P) 
5 3 7 SMASH HITS - LET S PARTY EMI/Virgin/Universal VTDCD 503-/-/-(E) 16 3 „ THE VERY BEST OF PURE R&B^HESUMMER^^ 
6 3 3 TWICE AS NICE PRESENTS MUBU iml Warner Dance WSMCOllQ/-/-/- (TEN) 17,o , PURE GROOVE-THE CLASSICS Telstar TV/BMG nVCD3256/-/-/- (BMG| 
7 1 m ORIGINAL HARDCORE ÛJ Inspired INSPCD24/-/-/- (3MV/TEN) 18 9 2 TRANCE CLASSICS Ministry 01 Sound MOSCD 54 -/-/-OMVTTEN) 
8' ,7 THE VERY BEST OF SMOOTH JA^Z Univ Classics & Jazz 5834902/7-/- (U) 19 4 THE ULTIMATE CHICK FLICK SOUNDTRACK O WSM/Universal TV WSMCD071/-/-/- 1TEN) 
9 5 5 WESTWOOD 3 0ef Jam 696762/-/-/- (U) 20 33 6 KERRANG! 4-THE ALBUM Sony TV/Universol TV 691442/-/-/- (U) 
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THE OFFI CHARTS 

SPECIALIST ^ir3 En 2002 

COUNTRY Fïïnïïïïl 

SpandauI 
THE IMMACULATE COLLECTION R1GHTN0W GOLD-THE BEST OF THEMANWHO DUBNOBASSWITHMYHEADMAN Underworid THIRTEEN TALES FROM URBAN BOHEMIA The Dandy Warhols TRACY CHAPMAN Tracy Chapman APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION Guns N' Roses DAYS OF SPEED PaulWeller THE SINGLES The Pretenders THE MISEDUCATION OF LAURYN HILL Lauryn Hill IN UTERO Nirvana PET SOUNDS The Beach Boys 

Capitol RKIDCD006 (E) Elektra 9362480302 (TEN) Geffen/Polydor GFLD19288 (U) 

LIGHT YEARS Kylie STANDING ON THE SHOULDER OF GIANTS Oasis MASTER OF REAUTY Blact Big Brother RKIDCD002 (3MV/P) Essential ESMCD303 (P) EMI5273192 |E) PRIORITYyVïrgin 5 

BUDGET 

CLASSIC CONNOLLY Billy Connolly PICTURE THIS - THE ESSENTIAL COLLECTION Blondie THE MUSIC OF QUEEN Royal Philharmor FERRY CROSS THE MERSEY - THE BEST OF Gerry And The Pi STRICTLY THE BLUES Eric Clapton REGGAE AND SKA NON-STOP MEGAM1X PARTY Ska & Reggae Al SHAR1NG THE N1GHT TOGETHER - THE BEST OF Dr Hook MEAT LOAF & FRIENDS Varions 

ceberglCECDM144 (Import) Virgin CDOMD1 (E) Puise PLSCD269(P) sic For Pleasure 4945592 (E) Emporio EMPRCD675 (DISC) Puise PLSCD129(P) Puise PLSCD103(P) Puise PLSCD300 (P) 

E3 THIS SIDE 6 W1NTER MARQUEE 7 WHEN THE ROSES BLOOM AGAIN 8 INEED YOU 9 BLUE HORSE 11 DEEPER STILL 10 BREATHE SOMETHING WORTH LEAVING WIDE OPEN SPACE LIVE LAUGH LOVE NICKEL CREEK LONELY GRILL TODAY 20 15 THE DARK ©The Officiai UK Charts Company 2002 

SONGS FOR THE DEAF SILVER SIDE UP GREATEST HITS I il & III COME CLEAN BOUNCE BELIEVE APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION 

15046611562 (TEN) Sanctuary SANC0126 (P) Epie 5094802 (TEN) LoslHighway 1702522 (U) Mercury 1700812 (U) Epie 5096032 (TEN) 
Rounder R0UCD3220 (Prop) Shoeshine SPITCD0014 (Prop) Curb/London 8573876382 (TEN) 

Lee Ann Womack Dixie Chicks Daniel O'Donnell 

Sanctuary SANCD122{P) Wamer Bros 2473732 (TEN) MCA Nashville 1703352 (U) 

Grapcvine/BMG 07863677622 (IND/BMG) Gravity 74321923222 (BMG) Sugar Hill SHC01070 (PROP) 

Epie 5060792 (TEN) IN UTERO 
Geffen/Polydor C Columbia 5015346 (TEN) Geffen/Polydor GED 24536 (BMG) 

R&B SINGLES DANCE SINGLES 

Wild Card/Polydor 0659372 (U) ' 

1 ES] SHINED ON ME 2 m MYHOUSE 3 3 CAFE DEL MAR 4 m REMIXSAMPLER 5 1 PRESSURE COOKER 6 4 SOUND ADVICE 
l CLEANIN' OUT MY CLOSET 

Praise Cats PIAS Recordings PIASX028X (V) PhilKieran SkintSKINT80(3MV/P) Energy 52 LostLanguageLOST019R<V) EarthWind And Pire Columbia 6732246 (??) G Club présents Banda Sonora Defected DFTD060R (V) RoniSize Fui I Cycle FCY044 (V) Jakatta feat Seal Rulin RULIN26T {3MV/TEN) Crw Pts Veronika BXR BXRFA0395 (ADD) 

Ail AroundTheWor 
i FEELSGOOD (DONT WORRY BOUT ATHING) f I DEM GIRLZd DONT KNOWWHY) C 1 NO PANTIES T 
I YELLOW SUBMARINE 

SATURDAY (OOOH OOOH) 
IN'(NODYAHEAD) WHATAREYOULOOKINGAT FOOLISH WORK IT OUT 

DefJam639262(U) 15 □□ SWEET MAGIC Island/Uni-Island CID806 (U) \\ [Q 23 BORNSLIPPY East West OXIDE09CD1 (TEN) "    Atlantic AT0141CD (TEN) Universal MCSTD40289 (U) 
ICAN COMPLETE YOU TAKEMEWITH YOU IN THE UNDERGROUND FAR OUT 

Underworid TVTTVT 87310 (Import) Luke Slater MuteL12MUTE287(V) Cosmos Polydor 659951 (U) Psycho Radio HoojChoonsHOOJ125R(V) Sonz Of A Loop Oa Loop Era Liquid Asset ASSET120082(BMG) 
Roc-a-fella/Mercuty 0639642 (U) DANCE ALBUMS 

1 CE] VISIONS J 2 I HALfWAY BETWEEN THE GUTTtR AND THE STARS f 3 CEI NOW DANCE 2003 V 4 5 ORIGINAL PIRATE MATERIAL T Virgin/EMI -/V Locked Oîi/679 Recordings 0927435682 (TEN) Wall Of Sound I 
29 23 WITHOUT ME Eminem lnlerscnpc/Polïdor4977282(U| 30 E3 ROCKWITH U DJJaayJeff Rapster RR009CDM (V) 

©Oie Officiai UK Charts Company 2002. Compiied from dala (rom a panel o( independents and specialist 
JAMES LAVELLE - BARCELONA 023 DUBNOBASSWITHMYHEADMAN I THERICHESTMANINBABYLON 

Island/Uni-Island -/CID8122 (U) ground GU023VIN/GU023CDX (V) JBO-/JB01001992I3MV/P) Street Lounge -/EFA841E02 (SRD) 
MUSIC VIDEO 

ATOMIC KITTEN: Right Here Right Now - Uve 3 BEASTIE BOYS: Video Anthology FATBOY SUM; Fatboy Slim Live At Brighton Beach ELVIS PRESlf Y: Définitive Elvis 
NEIL YOUNG: Rust Never Sleeps 

Eagle Vision ERE301 
Eagle Vision EREDV279 Universal Video 9052103 

es In Conce UZ: Rattle And Hum VARIQUS; Roadrago LEO ZEPPELIN; Song Remains Tho Samo VARIOUS: Queen's Concerts - Party At The Palacr BLACK SABBATH: The Black Sabbalh Story - Vol Officiai UK Charts Company 2002 

RCA 74321856353 Video Collection VC8528 CIC Video VHR2308 
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FRONTLINE 
STORE OF THE WEEK NEW RELEASE 

COUNTDOWN 

Area of . lias some spécifie genre se main area of spécialisation is "value" across music, DVDs, videos and books. Il prides itself on being cheaper than the opposition Rivais: Two HMV stores, J Sainsbury, Virgin Megastore, WH Smith, Woolworths and independents Swordfish and Tempest Other stores; The fast-growing chaln currently has 36 stores 
Music Zone Top 10: 1. Never Say Never Brandy (Atlantic) 2. Age Ain't Nothing But A Number Aaliyah (Jive) 3. My Heart Donnel Jones (Artista) 4. Rage Against The Machine Rage Against The Machine (Epie) 5. Oefinitely Maybe Oasis (Sony) 6. Grâce Jeff Buckiey (Columbia) 7. Appetite For Destruction Guns N' Roses (Geffen) 8.1 Am Nas (Columbia) 9. Dookie Green Day (Repise) 10. Urban Hang Suite Maxwell i (Columbia) 

MUSIC ZONE matt darnell, store manager We opened our doors in May and had a steady stream of customers from the word go. taking huge amounts of though there's a Virgin Megastore isite. They had a brand new refurb- I know the manager was worried , enlng. With the amount of money we take on an average week, we have to be tak- ing business from somewhere. Tower Records, which I managed, has shut down, while HMV and Virgin have got to be suffering. The store is at basement level, so as soon as you walk in you walk down. On the lefthand side is a DVD section and on the right a video section with ail the titles about £1.99 or £4.99 so they're ail really cheap. Straight down the centre of the store is our back catalogue section with titles at £6.99 or three for £20 and £11.99 or three for £20. small jazz sec 

V 

probably sell in ta we're selling them so cheap. But we're cheap race, not cheap nasty- CD-wise this week, a Pop Will Eat itself best of is doing well which is probably helped by the fact that they're from around here. The Holly Valance album is going great guns and we're still selling quite a lot of the Will Young album 

percentage of our sales. We've had a lot of people asking about the Foo Fighters album and we're getting behind that. Amazingly enough, we've had people asking about the S Club Juniors album for the past three or four months. Of course, at the end of this month the David Gray and Manie Street Preachers albums are released, which are ; huge, plus the best reissue of the century, Jeff Buckley's Grâce. We're expecting a huge Christmas. Working at Tower Records last Christmas, which was the store's last Christmas, trading in Birmingham was average but it ail cornes down to price. We're £3 to £4 cheaper on average, so we're expecting people to be queuing out of the door." Address; Unit 27, Martino Place, Birmingham B4 7AA Tel: 0121 236 6865 Fax; 0121 236 6865 Web: www.musiczone.co.uk 
IN-STORE NEXT WEEK: FROM 28/10/02 

Preachers, Paul Carrack, Joan Osbome, Kenny Bail, Richard Ashcroft, Feeder, Idlewild, Who Da Funk, Doves. Madness, Every Thing But The Girl, Blondie, Andy Caldwell, Julia Fordham, Bert Jansch, Stereolab, Dirty Vegas, Supergrass, Suede, Rolling Stones, Izzy, Tbe Music, Eva Cassidy, Norah Jones, Hell Is For Heroes, Beth Orton; Press ads - Doves, Idlewild, Nigel Kennedy, Lesley Garrett, Bemstein, Moeran, Izzy, Spanish Guitar, Classics For Pieasure 
IhinniT Sinëles - Cralg David, ' lO 8 ' » \ Madonna. Romeo. Mad'House, Whitney Houston, Soda Club, DJ Sammy, Shaggy, Jan Wayne, Tom Jones; Albums - Gareth Gates, David Gray, Pepsi Chart 2003, Manie Street Preachers, Nirvana, Tony Blackburn, Soul Survivor, Stevie Wonder, Christina Aguilera, Faith Hill, Alicia Keys, Ton Amos, Celtic Chillout Album; In-store - Manie Street Preachers. Feeder, Rolling Stones, Holly Valance, Gareth 

I N to (X), Edwyn s, Roni Size, Futurism 2, in Brakes, Sigur Ros; Neko 

SHMV 
Single - Cralg David; Press ads - Pearl Jam, Romeo, 
& Butler; TV ads - Toploader, Whitney Houston, Soii; Sun CD of the week - Fatboy Slim 

PtUstening posts - Fatboy Slim, i Osbourne, Delgados, Grand Drive 
Selecta listenlng posts - Feeder, The LiberUnes, DJ Touche, Fred Numf; Mo)o recommended retailers - sr, David Gogo, Kimberley Rew, Nice ins, New Order 

PMCLENEIHU 

borders 
Rolling Stones, David Gray, Manie arreer r-reacneis, iinvc.t., Gareth Gates, Rolling Stones, LeAnn Rimes, Elvis Presley, Will Young; livstore-twofor£22, three for two and two for £10 on CDs 

for £22, Elvis, Wil Young, India Arie ; Listenlng posts 
Keys Christina Aguilera, Gareth Gates, Manies, Tori Amos, Stevie Wonder, Nirvana, Pepsi Chart 2003 David Gray, Faith Hill, Pure Trance 

WfmM Press ads - Alicia fjmjl megastores Keys, Christina Aguilera, David Gray, Faith Hill, Gareth Gates, Manies; livstore - Alicia Keys, Beth Orton, Christina Aguilera. David Gray, Gareth Gates, Manies, Nick Carter, Nirvana 
Press ads - Alicia Keys, Celtic Chillout, Christina Aguilera, David Gray, Faith Hill, Gareth 

WH SmithSineles ~ V > J-J-k-JllllLll Madonna, Cralg David, DJ Sammy, Whitney Houston, Shaggy: Albums - Gareth Gates, Manies, Nirvana, Christina Aguilera, David Gray 
WOOLWORTHS ^ftney Houston. Westlife; Albums - Oasis, David Gray; In-store - Oasis, David Gray, Pepsi Chart 2003, Christina Aguilera, Country Legends. Cralg David, Madonna, Manies, Gareth Gates; Press ads - Oasis, David Gray, Whitney Houston, Craig David, Madonna 

SAINSBURY'S TOP 10 WOOLWORTHS TOP 10 

BMG/Sony/Tolstar/WSM 
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ONE BY ONE Foo Fighlera 

Richard Ashcroft Human Conditions (Hut): Feeder Comfort In Sound (Echo); Foo Fighters One By One (RCA); Lemon Jelly Lost Horizons (XL); S Club Juniors Together (Polydor); Santana Shamen (Arista) October 28 Christina Aguilera Stripped (RCA); Gareth Gates What Mv Heart Wants Tn Sav (S); David Gray A New Day At Midnight (1HT/ East West); Faith Hill Cry (Warner Bros); Manie Street Preachers Forever Delayed (Epie); Nirvana Nirvana (Geffen/Polydor) November 4 Badly Drawn Boy Have You Fed The Fish? (Twisted Nerve/XL); Blue One Love (Innocent): Tom Jones Mr Jones (V2); Shaggy Lucky Day (MCA/Uniilsland): Justin Timberlake Justified (Jive); U2 Best Of 1990-2000 (Island/Uni-Island) November 11 Cralg David Slicker Than Your Average (Wildstar); Elton John Greatest Hits 1970- 2002 (Rocket/Mercury); Romeo Solid Love (Relentless); TLC 3D (LaFace/Arista); Westlife Unbreakable - Greatest Hits (S) 
Missy Elliott Under Construction (East West): George Harrison Brainwashed (Dark Horse/Parlophone); Pulp Best Of (Island/ lirisland): Shania Twain tba (Mercury); >bble Williams F (EMkChrysalis) November 2S Blazin' Squad In The Beginning (EastWest); Darius Dive In (Mercury): Jennifer Lopez This Was Me7..Then (Epie); Martine McCutcheon Musicality (EMI/LIberty); S Club Alive (Polydor) 
Charli Baltimore tba (Mercury); Matiah Carey tba (Def Jam): Ladytron Light & Magic (Invicta Hi-Fi/Telstar); Mllky tba (Telstar); Mis-teeq tba (Telstar) 
SINGLES   
Big Brovaz Nu Flow (Epie); Blue One Love (Innocent); DJ Sammy & Yanou Heaven (Data): Rosie Ribbons Blink (T2); Justin Timberlake Like I Love You (Jive); LI2 Electrical Storm (Island/Uni-Island) October 28 Craig David What's Your Flava? (Wildstar); DJ Sandy Overdrive (Positiva); Mad'House Holiday (Serious/Mercury); Madonna Die Another Day (Maverick); Romeo feat. Christina Milian it's Ail Gravy (Relentless); Shaggy Hey Sexy Lady (MCA/Uni:lsland) 
Dannii Put The Needle On it (WEA); Missy Elliott Work it (Elektra/EastWest): Sophie Ellls-Bextor Music Gets The Best Of Me (Polydor); H & Claire AH Out Of Love (WEA); Britney Spears I Love Rock 'n Roll (Jive); Westlife Unbreakable (S) November 11 Mariah Carey Through The Rain (Def Jam); Eva Cassidy Imagine (Blix Street/Hot); Coldplay The Scientist (Parlophone); Jennifer Lopez Jenny From The Block (Epie); S Club Alive (Polydor): Sugababes Stronger (lsland/Uni:lsland) November 18 Daniel Bedingfield IfYou're Not The One (Polydor); Darius Rushes (Mercury); Lasgo Pray (Positiva); Sum 41 tba (Mercury); Will Young tba (S) November 25 Atomic Kltten The Last Goodbye/Be With You (Innocent): Ronan Keating feat. Lulu We've Got Tonight (Polydor); Uberty X Holding On For You (V2); Ms Dynamite Put Him Out (Interscope/Polydor); Plnk Family Portrait (Arista) 
Aqualung Good Times Gonna Come (B- Unique); Bon Jovl tba (Mercury); Enrlque Iglesias tba (Interscope/Polydor); S Club Juniors Puppy Love (Polydor): Supergrass Seen The Light (Parlophone) 



ANALYSIS - THIRD QUARTER MARKFT SHARES 

BMG RETAKES SINGLES TOP SPOT 
The continuing strength of Pop Idol drove RCA:Arista's Q3 singles dominance, while Polydor kept the albums crown. writes Martin Talbot 
The strength of its Pop Idols helped RCA:Arista rebound to the top of the singles Company rankings for the second time this year in the third quarter. Bvis may nol have done quite enough to put it on top in quarter twp, but. quarter three gave a sign of what is to corne as the year draws to a close. BMG Music division président Ged Doherty believes BMG can have as many as nine albums in the Top 20 this final quarter, and he will have a pretty strong shout for topping both the singles and albums market share. The stars who will front bis challenge in the fourth 

There was. of course, the endunng hits of Will Young's Light My Pire and the quarter's biggest single, Gareth Gates' Anyone Of Us. not to mention Sarah Whatmore's When I Lost You and Abs' What You Got. There was also the little matter of its Elvis vs JXL number one. And besides these releases the company has also broken Avril Lavigne and Pink this year, and both contributed big-seliing singles in the period too, helping RCArArista sell more than 1.6m singles across the quarter to claim 16,4% of the entire market. Perhaps an equally impressive performance, however, was Universal's overall showing. The group's chairman Lucian Grainge has long emphasised his détermination to see ail three of his main companies competing with each other for market share and, in quarter three, this appears to haye moved a step doser in the singles market. In recent years, Polydor has been by far the strongest of the three c 
S Club Juniors. Appleton, Ms Dynamite, Ronan Keating and international acts including Eminem and Enrique Iglesias helping it to a second-placed 13.6%. But, while such a performance is strong by anyone's standards, Grainge will be most gratifred to see that his Mercury Steve lillywhite/Greg Castell managing director team is paying dividends. Mercury improved its 

mmmmm 1. Anyone Of Us (Stupid Mistake) Gareth Gates (S 2. The Tide Is High (Get | The Peeling) Atomic «il (Innocent) 3. Colourblind Darius (Mercury) 4. The Logical Song Se Tunes/Edel) 5. Round Round Sugababes (Island) 6. Undemeath Your Clothes Shakira (Epie) 7. A Little Less Conversation Elvis Vs JXL (RCA) 8. Hotln Herre Nelly (Universai) 9. Automatic High S Club Juniors (Polydor) 10. l'm Gonna Be Alright Jennifer Lopez (Epie) 
share on iast quarter's share, claiming 10.2% to move from 15th position in Iast quarter's rankings to third in this. The biggest contributor to that dramatic rise is another Pop Idol star, Darius Danesh, whose Colourblind hit number one in July and remained high in the chart throughout the rest of the quarter. There were, of course, other releases, by acts such 
accounted for a lion's share of the 1.0m singles sold by Mercury during the period. And to further make Grainge's quarter, Universai Island came in at fourth with 5.6%, driven by the success of Sugababes' Round Round, which sold more than 400,000 during the period, and Nelly's Hot In Herre, Grainge would no doubt have much preferred a 1-2-3 at the top of the companies, but 2-3-4 will have to do for now. For one thing, it enabled 
BMG was some way behind. But with BMG looking forward to new singles by Westlife, Gareth Gates, Will Young, Pink, Christina Aguilera, Whitney Houston, TLC, 
final; es of the year wi he final qu 

1. Heathen Chemistry ( Brother) 2. A Rush Of I To The Head Coldplay | (Parlophone) 3. By The Way Red Hot Chili Peppers (Warner Bros) 4. Nellyville Nelly (Universai) 5. Mlssundaztood Pink (Arista) 6. Escape Enrique Iglesias (Interscope) 7. The Eminem Show Eminem (Interscope) 8. Corne Away With Me Norah Jones (Parlophone) 9. Laundry Service Shakira (Epie) 10. Imagine Eva Cassidy (Blix Street/Hot) rankings, with BMG and Universai looking likely to dominate the charts in the run-up to Christmas. But, in quarter three, Universal's 
Universai has remained on top now for two years solid, and Polydor has been its strongest performer, heading the rankings this time for the fourth successive quarter. This is primarily due to the continued success of The Eminem Show and solid continuing performances from Ms Dynamite's Mercury-winning début, the acclaimed Queens Of The Stone Age album Songs For The Deaf and Enrique Iglesias's Escape. Three other Universai companies claim places in the Top 10 - UMTV (6.5% in fourth), Mercury (4.4%, eighth) and Universai Island (4.4%, ninth) - to help Universai top the corporate group listings, with 26.1%. If BMG is to compete, it will have to improve dramatically on quarter two. It was, in fact. the Iast of ail the majors, in flfth with 6.9% of the market. Second, behind Universai, is Tony Wadsworth's EMI, which improves slightly on the Iast quarter with 20.4% of the market. Its strongest performer is Parlophone, which moves from fïfth Iast quarter to become the second biggest company on 7.2%. One of the 

key reasons is the retum of Coldplay, whose A Rush Of Blood To The Head entered the chart at one at the end of August, was the fastest- selling album of the year to date and has now moved more than 600,000 units. There was also the small matter of Norah Jones' growing hit Corne Away With Me (400,000 units and counting) and the Jubilee- and We Will Rock You-revitalised Queen threeCD box Greatest Hits I, Il & lli. The EMI Virgin compilations unit also contributed its fair share, claiming 4.7%, while Virgin was lOth with 3.9%. Sony remained résilient despite its recent changes with a 14.5% share helping it ciaim third place in the corporate listings, mainly due to internationally-signed titles from Shakira and David Bowie as well as the UK's Oasis, who had the quarter's biggest-selling album, with Heathen Chemistry racking up 600,000 units. Over at Warner, while singles performance dedined from a strong resuit in the second quarter, it was time for its albums showing to improve. From 11.9% in the second quarter, Warner claimed 12.5% this, with WEA London demonstrating the greatest improvement, up from 4.6% in ninth to 6.5% in fifth. The reason was primarily a strong Red Hot Chili Peppers album, and the recent resurgence of catalogue titles due to retail campaigns. For the indépendant sector, it was not a great quarter. It was in the singles market that the indies saw thelr strongest showing. Edel had the strongest performance of any indie, improving its share by more than 100% to jump from 18 in Q2 to nine in Q3. The key contributor was Scooter, whose The Logical Song sold 300,000-plus during the quarter. 
biggest winner, but even it could claim only 17th-placed company with 1.5% of ail market saies, followed by Sanctuary and Ministry Of Sound, both on 1.1%. With Teistar coming with a new Craig David album, V2 and Gut both offering Tom Jones albums and One Little Indian offering a Bjôrk greatest hits, the indies should do better in the final quarter. Q 
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gaciBnii 
of le week 

m,SSY EUIOTT: Work It (East West/ Elektra 7559673442). Missy and CI Timbaland deliver the Ù goods once again 

FOR RECORDS RELEASED ON 4 NOVEMBER 2002 - R E V I E W S 

euuus once agam on this irrésistible track featnrinTti^  
ataRadiorOneitny b^tSrand Steamy vo<:als ™ssy. A-listed ed^v sôund màv dete,ra g înC.reasinÊ U« airplay, though its edgy sound may deter more mamstream ILR station<; With hor fourth album, Under Construction, due on November 11 the new slimline Missy looks set to work her magie on Top 10. 

ODClQm 
of the week 
JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE; Justified (Jive 9254342). Timberlake's first solo ■ effort is being   i talked of, in some PR quarters, as comparable wtth Pr though the production by The Neptunes and | Timbaland is excellent, particularly on What You Got and Cry Me A 16 album falls down on the overall tempo, which remains a consistent throughout. It would bave benefrted from a little more 5 a collection of singles, it is fine indeed. 

HCLEreiz/ews 
253 BRITNEY 1RS: I Love Rock'n' Roll (Jive 9254202). Spears returns with this k cover of Joan Jett & The I Blackhearts' classic 1982 ick, which also features on her Crossroads fiim. What could so easily have been a disappointing rew version of the song proves a welcome opportumty to hear a rawer edge to Britney's pop range, albeit with the usual slicker-than-slick production. MOBY: In This World (Mute CDMUTE27G). The third single from Moby's platinum album 18 is a close relative of many of the tracks on Play, eschewing the optimism of We Are Ail Made Of Stars for a blues-style vocal from Jennifer Price. Though well produced - it has won a B-listing from Radio One - there is a strong feeling that Moby has tread the same ground before. SLUM VILLAGE FEAT. DWELE: Tainted (Parlophone CDCL840). On the first single from Slum Village's second album Trinity, the rap duo are joined by up-and-coming Détroit wordsmith Elzhi. Although Jay Dee has taken a back seat, producer Karriem Riggins croates a superb laidback jazzy vibe based around a funlqr Rhodes groove. QUEENS OF THE STONE AGE; No One Knows (Interscope/Polydor 4978122). Already B-listed at Radio One, QOTSA return m fine form with this highly-strung yet perfectly crafted track. Nick Oliveri must have one of the best voices in rock right now, and shows you don't have to shout to make people listen. YEAH YEAH YEAHS: Machine (Wichita WEBB036SCDP). This New York act, who created an A&R buzz earlier this year, release their second UK HP. Possibly not as immédiate as their début offering Bang, it nevertheless still packs a punch. Stripped down to one guitarist, one drummer and one vocalist, the YYYs' taut bluesy rock sound is a real treasure. Roll on the albi ATHLETE: Beautiful (Régal CDATH002). Athlete return with this strong follow-up to their summer début You Got The Style, with an inviting and mémorable chorus at the core of its charm. Tours with Electric Soft Parade and Polyphonie Spree are planned through October and November. P0RNORAMA FEAT. LOUISE CARVER: l'd Say Yes (lllustrious ILL009). Looking to cmulate the success of Groovejet, this is a vocal reworking of the dancefloor favourite Leliwa, which was released by Slovakian outfit Pornorama. Vocals and lyrics are 

I the overall supplied by Loui: 
SHANIA TWAIN: l'm Gonna Getcha Good (Mercury 1722702). Twain is back after three years off with a surprisingly straight- faced homage to Seventies/early-Eighties US radio rock, with a lot of Video Killed The Radio Star synth. Once again it bears the stamp of producer, co-writer and husband Robert "Mutt" Lange, and is certainly ruthlessly effective. Eollowing the 34m album sales she racked up for Corne On "Bver, it looks set to to be really, really big. 

BARRY ADAMSON: Whispering Streets (Mute CDMUTE 283). Idiosyncratio crooner Adamson releases the second single from his King Of Nothing Hill album. An enigmatic cuit figure, his influence can be felt on many records that aspire to be "cinematic". 
ALBUMreiMei/ys 

U2; The Best Of 1990-2000 (Island CIDU213). Covering their more interesting output 

by Beastie Boys engineer Steve ifter touring in the US with the Jon Explosion and Yeah Yeah md are to return to the UK in Suicide's spécial guests. SOPHIE ELLIS-BEXTOR: Music Gets The Best Of Me (Polyder 0659222). Co-written with Greg er (New R; I Ronan Keating), and B- ' listed at Radio One, this : Saturday night dance-around- the-handbags kind of song. Another hit. THE SOUND BLUNTZ; Biliie Jean (Incentive CENT51CDS). Eighteen years after the Michael Jackson classic first reached number one, this house rework from Canada's Sound Bluntz is fast making Biliie Jean a hit in the clubs again. The track topped MWs ( PUNX: The Rc Produced by Germany's Moguai, this club track has been played by DJs such as Judge Jules, Norman Cook and Paul Van Dyk. Dancefloor support is reflected by a Top Three placing in MWs Club Chart this week. ILL NINO: Unreal (Roadrunner RR20283). 3 mélodie purveyors of t1-" 

features two new songs, Electrical Storm and the amazing Hands That Built America, along with reworkings of Discothèque, Gone, Numb and Staring At The Sun by producer Mike Hedges. The second dise features B-sides and remixes and, ail in ail, this is a great package which promises to be huge. BIG BROVAZ: Nu Flow (Epie 5099402). This album follows the title track's Top Five chart. The blend of styles and tight f 

BADLY DRAWN BOY; Have You Fed The Fish? (Twisted Nerve/XL TNXLCD156). Badly Drawn Boy's second album of 2002 - although officially billed as the follow-up to 2000's Mercury-winning The Hour Of Bewilderbeast - underlines Damon Gough's songwriting skills. Outrent single You Were Right (released today) is a perfect example of his single-yetcomplex style of leftfield pop, which he delivers in spades here. BJORK; Greatest Hits (One Little Indian TPLP359CD). This sumptuous collection serves as a round-up of the inspirational Icelandic singer's solo career to date. While her commercial success has been sporadic, there is no doubting her continuing ability to push the boundaries of electronic pop. 1 GROOVE ARMADA; Lovebex(Pepper 9230662). Corning barely 

could find the band in the company < only their fellow UK R&B acts, but also those from the US; BLUE; One Love (Innocent CDSIN11). Lil the band say in One Love '..for the Mother' Pride", this album is very similar to sliced white bread - it looks good but has little flavour. Their début album sold 1.2m, one reason why retail is so keenly anticipating this package, Although f that it wili fulfil that potential, don't expert One Love to break down any barriers. TOM JONES: Mr Jones (V2 VVB1021072). A few years ago a collaboration between Tom Jones, Wyclef Jean and Jerry Duplessis 

s and staccato rhythms with < bie song on this second relea Révolution, Revolucion album. 

blockbusting album Laundry Service sees her incorporate traditional tango accordion and a rétro guitar riff on this upbeat track. Plenty of plays on The Box for the partly-animated video and a fortheoming UK live date wili help drive the message home. 
la.i'iv.i.J WESTLIFE; Unbreakable (S Records 74321967612). The beige reetftli 

are precious I of Reload's highlights. THE STONE ROSES: The Very Best Of The Stone Roses (Silvertone 9260372). ~ 15-track rétrospective i from the band's classic self-titled deo four from their under-rated second alb Second Corning, plus other singles. iV 

le immediaoy 

Purple Haze and the Hands Of Time (featuring Richie Havens), while other tracks head for dancefloor or rap territory. Guest vocals from Neneh Cherry on the contemplative Think Twice should help 
VARIOUS: The Annual 2003 (Ministry of Sound ANCD2K2). With Ministry currently 3 reminder of the it founded i Boasting 60 tr< rounds up this year's I from Scooter, Sugababes and Mad'house. - - - - ■ 'the pre-Christmas market after last year's gold volume, it is also released as a 15-track DVD. VARIOUS: Africanism (Defected AFRICA01CD). Mixed by France's DJ Gregory and Bob Sinclar, this double-CD set brings together African rhythms with the best house sounds from Europe and the US. Gregory's mix features his Tropical Soundclash single alongside cuts from MAW and John Ciafone, while Sinclar focuses on the Africanism sériés of singles including the massive Tourment D'Amour. VARIOUS; Movern Callar (Warp WARPCD98). This soundtrack to Lynne Ramsay's movie stands perfectly well as a compilation in its own right. Songs from Boards Of Canada, Aphex Twin and Broadcast an ig Can, Lee Perry et Underground in this abst id The 

l-miCMvl SHAGGY: Lucky Day (MCA/Uni:lsland 1131192). Now on his seventh album, 

Worldwide, but this new set sounds like it can get the job done. The 14 tracks press al right reggae/pop/R&B 

Including the legendary Barrington Levy and Chaka 
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E D I T E D b Y A DAM WOODS (adani@musicweek.com) — CLASSICAL 

CLASSIC FM MARKS DECADE OF 

BOOSIING CLASSICAL MARKET 
Despite classical conflict between purists and those backing a more open-minded approach, Classic FM bas undeniably broadened the audience 

for the music in the 10 years since its launch, building links with the live industry and helping to break new stars, writes Adam Woods 

Decwte ®i growtti 
Erery area of the music business has its perennial debates, but in the past five or 10 years, no sector has been so riven by bitterness and reproach as the outwardly genteel classical industry. While the corporate side of the industry has embraced as and personality- 
competitors have snorted and média commentators have repeatedly insisted that the classical canon is an asset which should be curated, not rendered accessible and packaged up for the widest possible enjoyment. And no organisation so thoroughly embodies the new, controversial/ approachable face of the olassioai industry as GWR's Classic FM, which on September 7 celebrated 10 years on air. In the two months leading up to the launch, the station used birdsong for its test signal and some would argue that its output has not got much more challenging in the ensuing 

The plain-talkmg Sir Harrison Birtwistle reportedly once described Classic FM as "musical dysentery", and among serious students, collectors and proponents of classical music, references to the station's output as "musical wallpaper" corne by the yard. But Classic, with its pledge to be 

1992 Launch of Classic FM 1994 Launch of Classic FM record label Now the UK's leading classical music compilation label. Relax, Hall Of Famé 2000 and Relax More have ail reached gold status. These albums reached not only the top of the classical compilation 
1994 Launch of Classic FM Holland and Finland Classic FM launches internationally via Classic FM Holland and a network of licences in Finland. 1995 Launch of the Classic FM magazine re UK's r 

ire still experiencing year-orvyear growth' 
contrast to the sectors in which it opérâtes. "Classic FM has outperformed the radio market which, in terms of audiences, is in fantastic shape," says 

In terms of Connecting with nn 

and that is something 
grand scale. Since the arrivai of managing director and programme controller Roger Lewis from his former post as président of Decca in 1998, audience levels have risen from 5.1m to 6.7m listeners a week (source; Rajar), turning Classic FM into Britain's most popular commercial radio station. But most remarkable is the fact that Classic's 

doubly encouraging is oudience, we are oulperlorming ail mat we have experienced a other eiemenls, he that concert signiflcant revenue 
nllendances, record sales, whnlever' E^rtinie^for" advertislng revenue, Roger lewis, Classic FM re still 

year growth at experiencing year-on- >sic. And if you put ;ontext of the classical record market, the classical record business is experiencing very challenging fîmes, in terms of Connecting with an audience for classical music, we are outperforming ail other elements, be that concert 

whatever." The warm embrace of 6.7m loyal listeners clearly goes some way to inuring Lewis against the cruel barbs of the classical critics. And, for a station whose programming includes the self-explanatory Smooth Classic at 7, Easier Breakfast and Chiller Cabinet, whose commercial spiivoffs include a record label, a magazine, a crédit card, a dating agency and, in the coming months, a télévision station, and whose drivetime DJ is, lest we forget, Simon Bâtes, credibility was always going to be hard for it to corne by. careful to measure 

music magazine read by more than 250,000 adults monthiy (source: NRS) 1997 Launch of Classic FM South Afrlca Classic FM South Africa launches in Johannesburg on September 11997 1999 Relaunch of Classicfm.com Now achieves up to 250,000 unique user: every month. 1999 Launch of Classic FM Digital Classic FM is the first m to launch digitally on the Digital One network and via digital télévision in t in November 1999. 2000 Sony station of the year Classic FM is voted UK Sony station year 2000, the third timi 

UK 

m the at 
:eived the occasional ;ertainly does not come . Some of our colleagues 

ta Mi® Iws 0® » plans 
Ulhen Happi i 1990 GWR submitted Its ^application for the first national commercial licence in a sealed-bid auction, the group was promptly outbid by a consortium backing a format of music from West End shows. Whether Showtime would have done for musical theatre soundtracks what Classic FM has done for <he more mélodie end of the classical répertoire is hard to say. But the winning entrant was unable to taise the funding to frack up its bld and Classic FM stepped up 'c the plate, leavlng the third finalist - a mooted easy listening station - to Posterlty. Founding programme controller Mlchael ®ukht and GWR chief executive Ralph Bernard had both sensed the potentlal of a dedicated classical station, having each independently rolled out suecessful a'asslcal shows on Capital Radio and Swindon's Brunei Radio respectlvely. Launching in 1992, roughly Into the market occupied by the far more high-brow t 2.8n 

SIC CL 

LRHIIIi 

would like nothing better than to throw a nasty bit of Bartok or Berio into the heart c the nation's soothmg classical fun. "At the heart of what we do is to try and make classical music inclusive, not exclusive," he says. "It is about creating a 

targets by 1.5m. Classic was soon straddllng the classical world like a Minlstry Of Sound for the middle- aged, setting up Its own label - through BMG - within two years of launch, international offshoots In Finland and the Netherlands that same year, and the Classic FM magazine - in association with Haymarket - In 1995. The magazine (pictured) now has a readershlp of 230,000 (source: NRS), while the Classic FM website (www.classlcfm.com) has hits from 

ail come from a small number of critics, and occasionally practitioners. who feel possibly threatened by what Classic FM and certain record labels have achieved. There is elitism in classical music. This is a protectionist stance taken by some misguided people who work within the genre, but one can expand the market for classical music in a way which has the potential to benefit everybody." Taking >ound like a lottery illage, Lewis is clearly leverage the Classic FM brand in lich will benefit the classical 

what Classic FM represents is awareness that the station is ; 
10,000 unique 

agency, which has produced two weddlngs so far. Two months ago, the company was named brand of the year by the UK Marketing Society. And, at the time of going to press. plans for a Classic FM 
advanced stages. 

right. Classic FM is involved in more th 200 live concerts each year, and Lewi: cites bodies ranging from Harry company Christopher's Sixteen and the Royal Liverpool Philharmonie Orchestra, to tfi Symphony Hall in Birmingham an 
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populist philosophy. Accordingly, the station has entered into formai, three-year associations with ail of the above. "These relationships are ail about saying, 'We have this big audience, how can we work with you out at the sharp end to >p30 
29 



CLASSICAL 

-m 

Duncombe: 22-yea p29>- encourage concerts?' Because virtual circle here. Llkewise, if we can encourage our listeners to go into record stores, there is a win there for everyone the music business and the business wil 
By building strong lies with the live industry in recent years, Classic FM bas addressed doubts 

which, as the largest re effectively stand as the guardians of classical values, have little but praise for the Classic FM approach. "When they play a record regularly, it has a quantifiable impact on the number of copies it will sell," says Alun Taylor, général manager at Sony Classical, which has enjoyed strong support ability to turn 'A lOl Of (UOple liSletl (0 ClOSSiC FM OS 
grassroots classical SOlUGltlint) 111 lllfi bflCkjjrOUIItl, blll II OperaBabes 

classical promoter will confirm, upfront exposure of an event on Classic FM has the pc 

about classical music' 
- David Blake, Select Music 

small proportion of the station' ever attends a concert or récita Lewis freely admits that links with the live industry 
Furthermore, Classic FM's approval rating among the marketing-driven major labels is generally higherthan it is among their independent, core repertoire-driven counterparts, who see little match between Classic's audience and their own consumer 

they are much more Imaginative and much more open to new music." says Taylor. "We are always keen to get their involvement and their opinion as early as possible. They 
stronger than music?'." Probably the biggest benefioiary of the attentions of Classic FM's audience is Universal Classics & Jazz, whose Decca artists Russell Watson and Bond and Philips act Andréa Bocelli have thrived under the Classic régime in a way they could never have hoped to do when Radio Three ruled 

impact on classical sales," says David Blake, head of sales for Select Music, which distributes labels including Naxos, BIS and ASV. "A lot of people listen to Classic FM as something in the background. but it hasn't transformed people's thinking about classical music. l'm not too highbrow about these things, but I wish they would be a 

the year at this year's Classical Brit ards for Encore, as voted by Classic FM 
'Classic FM are key to launching new ists," says Bill Holland, divisional îctor, Universal Classics & Jazz. 'They perhaps as in touch with the MOR rket as the classical market - people o want easy listening. People who listen Classic FM are just as likely to buy jazz 

Â 

K 

would appeal to their audience." The irony is that when critics mass their forces of bile and vitriol against a mass market which they believe is lapping up a dumbed-down, diluted incarnation of the classical canon, by définition they are attacking a group of people whose enjoyment of the music is particularly guileless. "What is so exciting is that the public take everything at face value and are prepared to experiment," says Lewis. "That is what is great about Mahler Five from EM1 - they are prepared to be very, very broad in their marketing of a cote classical work." That recording's number one début on the classical chart at the weekend - the first non-crossover project to achieve that distinction "for years", according to EMI Classics - demonstrates the contribution Lewis believes Classic FM can regularly offer to record companies' média mix. "With Mahler Five, we had an a 

2002, as vo audience research. For ail the careful calibrations, however, there are certain rules of thumb. "Our audlence's expectation is defined very much by traditional measures," says Lewis. "It is a Western tradition that exists in the concert hall or the opéra house. From our point of view, if somebody has used a symphony orchestra for a great film score, that is great because it is using traditional instruments. What is more challenging is if somebody is using a drumbeat." In September, Classic FM elected to tackle that particular sacred cow, launching Chiller Cabinet, a late-night weekend show 

Id get it release," he says.'We ns our colleagues irî " média and re 

dance artists such as William Orbit, Moby and Boards Of Canada, genre-defying modem composers such as Ryuichi Sakamoto and Yann Tiersen and the more laidback end of the classical spectrum. "On Chiller Cabinet we are playing very close-to-the-edge, crossover music, for want 
about trying to think where the audience are at. A relationship is based on trust and confidence. If they trust you, they will have the confidence to stay with a certain musical se techniques <over the pas! 18 months, they have aoî experiment with it. we can employ for the r ' ' I think when benefit of an." a new programming team in there and musicians have drawn The case of Mahler .. . . . their inspiration from Five offers a now they are much more imaginalive dassicai music, there 

Satoof threStînë 0ntl much lUOre open 10 new music' reTarkable^crasions 
Ctessice™wser of - Alun Taylor, Sony Classical programming wonderful ht 
décisions. The st ts playlist and promptly : critics who claim ms from the fact that ade famous by its use i's 1971 adaptation of Death In 

"It is a core classical work," says EMI Classics UK managing director Barry McCann. "I don't think anyone would criticise Mahler Five for bemg a 'dumblng- down' symphony and they have played the full nine minutes of the movement, which is not the three-minute attention span they are usually accused of. When I go to international meetings, Classic FM is the envy of many countries in the world who would love to have such a successful dedicated classical music station. It is helping in a tremendous way to get serious music to a larger audience. We are in the 21st Century and there are now plenty of 

commerclally vit for ail styles." The Classic FM musical blueprint is, needless to say, a meticulously measi thing, based on a wealth of ongoing 

together and creating a ne- Mae or Russell Watson or people are far too quick to 

As for the old guard, Classic FM stands no more chance of capturing the highbrow end of the market than Will Young has of getting his album into the hands of drum & bass fans. "I just like the way they regard classical music as something which should be an enjoyabie listening experience." says Alun Taylor. "l'm certainly not going to criticise the intellectualisation of classical 
occasion." But not when Classic FM has anything to do with it. From his well-publicised décision to give a show to 22-year-old music student Lisa Duncombe, a photogenic broadeast "s glee at Classic FM's equally ' s survey, which found that two-thlrds of pupils cc " single cl ' ' not just blowing the cobwebs off classical préjudices, but writing slogans in the dust which has gathered on them. B 
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Escape from it ail... Here 

More than 3 hours of the smoothest classical music on 3 CDs 
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Congratulations to Classic FM! 

Congratulations on ten fantastic years. 

Congratulations on a constantly growing audience - now 6.8 million listeners* 
tuning into the station every week. 

Congratulations on the continued success of Classic FM Records with sales of 
the highly successful luxury-boxed sets, now exceeding 1 million units. 
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CLASSICAL 

mmPLAYS VITAL ROLE IN MOVE 

FROM CROSSOVER TO MAIHSTREAM 
Stations such as Classic FM will play a central rôle if buyers of crossover releases are to move on to more 
Imusic on dise have clearly benefited from the presence and influence of lassic FM and the aggressive marketing trategies pursued by the major labels for s. There is clearly a sn the st ts such as Russell Watson, Bond. Charlotte Church and Vanessa Mae. But a rising proportion of the classical radio station's 6.7m listeners is also buying in to the markets for mainstream classical recordings and live classical performances. Critics of Roger Lewis and his network have been wrong-footed in recent times by Classic's partnership deals with respected organisations such as Salford's The Lowry, the Royal Liverpool Philharmonie and The Sixteen. Meanwhile, the station's own-brand record releases have become mainstays of the classical charts. Education projects and schemes directly targeting young listeners have added to the sense that Classic FM is investing in its future while encouraging the wider growth of interest in classical music. The division between audiences for high- profile crossover releases and core classical albums appears this year to have been more sharply defined than ever. The divergence of boundaries between crossover and 3S clearly highlighted and 

K 

OperaBabes: leadlng Sony 
underlining the ingrained image of snobbery 

covering Q1 to 
and the Gramophone Awards in September. While tabloid readers were addressed by Russell Watson's headline act at the Classical Brits, complété with femaie exotic dancers, Gramophone Awards host Simon Callow mocked the rise of acts such as Watson and the OperaBabes. Both extremei backfired, with Watson's loyal audience reacting negatively to his up-beat performance of Jérusalem and industry members berating Gramophone for 

CLASSICAL TOP 20 
1. The Lord Of The Rings OST Howard Shore (Reprise) 2. Encore Russell Watson (Decca) 3. Classical Graffiti Planets (Dramatico/EMI) 4. Classical Chlllout 2 Varlous (EMI Virgin) 5. Classical Chlllout Various (EMI Virgin) 6. Pure Classical Chlllout Various (Decadance) 7. Beyond Imagination Operababes (Sony Classical) 8. Classic FM Hall Of Famé Gold Various (Classic FM) 9. Classic Ads Various (Decca) 10. Volces Various (Decca) 11. The Voice Russell Watson (Decca) 12. Williams/Harry Potter OST John Williams (Atlantic) 13. Classlcs 2002 Various (Decca) 14. Star Wars Episode II OST LSO/Williams (Sony Classical) 15. Gladlator OST Hans Zimmer & Lisa Gerrard (Decca) 16. The Opéra Album 2002 Various (EMI Virgin) 17. The Classic Score Various (Decca/Sony TV) 18. Classical Amblence Various (Crimson) 19. Time To Relax Various Artist (Classic FM) 20. Relaxlng Classlcs Various (EMI Gold) 

Retail figures Q3 confirm a trend trial nas oecome rds in May established pattern since the major in throwing letiès The year's final quarter always stood as a potential make-or-break period for sales profits, although the présent focus on the lucrative autumn and Christmas crossover market has substantially raised the Q4 stakes. Classical trade deiiveries fell sharply during the year's first half, with the volume of shipments effectively dropping by 12% 
CLASSICAL ARTIST TOP 20 

1. Encore Russell Watson (Decca) 2. Classical Graffiti Planets (Dramatico/EMI) 3. Beyond Imagination Operababes (Sony Classical) 4. The Voice Russell Watson (Decca) 5. Holst/The Planets/Mysfic Trumpeter Rutter/RSNO/Uoyd-Jones (Naxos) 6. Sacred Arias Andréa Bocelli (Philips) 7. Once In A Red Moon Secret Garden (Emarcy) 8. Gift Collection Lesley Garrett (Silva Treasury) 9. Romantlc Callas - The Best Of Maria Callas (EMI Classics) 10. Verdi Andréa Bocelli (Philips) 11. Il Rosso Amore Filippa Giordano (WEA) 12. Aria - The Opéra Album Andréa Bocelli (Philips) 13. Walton/Choral Music St John's Collège Ch/Robinson (Naxos) 14. Viaggio Italiano Andréa Bocelli (Philips) 15. The Godfather Trilogy City Of Prague Orch/Bateman (Silva Screen) 16. The Gold Collection Sir Harry Secombe (Philips) 17. Essential Inspecter Morse Collection Barrington Pheloung (Virgin) 18. The Gold Collection Luciano Pavarotti (Déjà 2) 19. Rosslni/Arias Juan Diego Florez (Decca) 20. Klrl Dame Klri Te Kanawa (EMI Classics) 

despite the release of several top-selling titles, Preliminary figures for Q3 suggest that summer trading was poor, although slightly offset in September with the appearance of a bright new catalogue line from Warner Classics and crossover titles elsewhere from Anuna and Izzy. "In order for the classical market to record anything better than zéro growth in 2002 as a whole," observes the BPI's August Market Information Bulletin, "sales value will need to rise by more than 10% in the second half of 2002.'" The classical majors and occasional classical producers such as Classic FM have a powerful arsenal of heavyweight crossover and core titles for launch in Q4. Classic FM hopes to capture a share of the fruitful market exposed by the Q2 release of Pure Classical Chillout, the best-selling classical title of the year's second quarter from Ministry of Sound. Smooth Classics For Rough Days, released on October 21, offers 
vogue for classical moods. Six of the Top 20 best-selling classical titles in the year's first half offered the promise of chillout or 

Despite Classic's new title and the evidence of past performance, the classical chillout genre does not feature prominently in 
iHiwfikiiniiiiiiiiiifTiiiïïiarii 
1. The Lord Of The Rings Howard Shore (Reprise) 2. Williams/Harry Potter John Williams (Atlantic) 3. Star Wars Episode II LSO/Williams (Sony Classical) 4. Gladlator Hans Zimmer & Lisa Gerrard (Decca) 5. Braveheart LSO/Homer (Decca) 6. Kamen/Band Of Brothers London Metropolitan Or/Kamen (Sony Classical) 7. The Piano Michael Nyman (Venture) 8. Crouching Tlger Hidden Dragon Tan Dun (Sony Classical) 9. More Music From Gladlator Hans Zimmer & Usa Gerrard (Decca) 10. Titanic James Horner (Sony Classical) 

ssical,writes Andrew Stewart 
the autumn release scheduies. The classical majors obviously prefer to keep faith with - and invest serious marketing spend in - tried and tested acts. New albums from Bond, Russell Watson, Andréa Bocelli, Placido Domingo and Nana Mouskouri are set to drive Universal Classics' Q4 presence in the classical charts, while EMI Classics is looking to a mix of high-profile core and crossover titles to do good business. Channel 4 télévision advertising for Simon Rattle's Mahler Five. his début dise as music director of the Berlin Philharmonie, highlighted the extent of EMI's long-term investment in the conductor's career and also boosted the album's chart position. Sony Classical's assault on the Q4 market is led by a new OperaBabes album, supported by an album of songs from Antonio Carlos Jobim and a crossover dise from Greek ténor Mario Frangoulis. At Warner Classics, teenage violin soloist Chloê Hanslip should do good retail business with a dise of Bruch's familiar First Violin Concerto coupled with the composer's unfairly neglected Third Violin Concerto and the Sarasate showpiece she performed at this year's Classical Brits. The company also celebrates the completion of Daniel Barenboim's cycle of Wagner's mature opéras with the release of The Flying Dutchman and appearance of diverse core products from Pergolesi's Marian Vespers to 
Nyman's four-act opéra Facing Goya. In the push to generate tabloid column inches for popular crossover acts, it is possible that the classical majors have effectively narrowed the range of artists and 
promotion. One widely-perceived cc stems from the fact that classical coverage in the Sun or Mirror helps raise awareness but rarely translates into six-figure album sales. For example, the high level of popular média exposure and big marketing spend enjoyed in Q2 by Mike Batt's act The Planets did not yield record-breaking sales returns to EMI Classlcs. The group's début album, Classical Graffiti, managed third place in the BPI's chart of best-selling classical albums for the year's first half, fallmg behind Russell Watson's Encore and the OST from The Lord f The Rings. 
arguably most important developments cornes from Naxos in the shape of the 
Company founder Klaus Heymann is steadily adding to his already superior collection of air miles points as he bids to engage with state éducation authorities in several key territories, the UK included. Naxos Educatlonal is part of a long-term strategy shaped to supply school curricula with online music packages, dises designed to support music lessons and a wider range of music appréciation activities and generally engage young people with core classical repertoire, Heymann argues that the potential market for classical music. already swollen and developed by the activities of Classic FM. has not been and is unlikely to be addressed by the majors. Although the tactical battle for this year's Q4 classical sales is set to be fought in crossover territory, the future health of the classical record industry may yet dépend on steady stratégie campaigns to tempt Classic 
mainstream classical m ts to 
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Naxos congratulâtes 
CLASS1C /M 

on its lOth anniversary. 

With its enormous range (over 2,200 titles), critically acclaimed and award- winning recordings, affordable retail price of £4.99 per CD and unrivalled brand récognition, Naxos bas turned the classical record industry on its head over the last 15 years. 
As the world's leading classical independent record company, we share your desire to communicate classical music to the millions, and wish you every success for the next 10 years. 

Visit our website at 
www. n axos.com 

CRCA 

Commercial Radio 
Companies Association 

- working hard for commercial radio 
and celebrating ten triumphant years 

of Classic FM - the UK's first 
national commercial radio station 

Congratulations 
& Happy Birthday 

Commercial Radio Companies Association The Radiocentre 77 Shaftesbury Avenue LondonWIDSDU t 020 7306 2603 f 020 7470 0062 v 

Sound Software congratulâtes 

CLASSIC M 

on 10 years of success with 

<ZÂc 

the music scheduler 

n iio Ltd 167-169 Great Portland Street, London W1W 5PF HUo uiu, www.rcsuk.com 
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Congratulations to 
a Jri#Ti • AF 7^1 7# 

Classic FM Kadto 
" . Thanks for your support over the past ten years! 

And here's tp thefuture... 



COMPILATIONS: CONCEPT IS KEY 
As classical companies hâve become increasingly like pop companies, fresh ideas bave been the key to compilations success, writes Martin Talbot 
I " "  MMEIiBI There is little doubting the importance of the compilation album to the classical market. In the first nine months of this year, collections of classical hits accounted for 31 of the 50 biggestselling classical albums, and 51% of sales, ranging from EMI Wgin's Classical Chillout 1 and 2 and Decca's Classic Ads, to Crimson's Classical Ambiance and EMI Gold's Time To Relax. "Classical companies are now flourishing because they have adapted the way they do business, turning themselves into pop companies," explains Bill Holland, divisional director of Universal Classics & Jazz. ■Compilations are an example of that." The birth of the modermday classical compilation dates back to 1987 with Essential Karajan (released by Universal TV with Deutsche Grammophon), which was quickly followed by Decca's Bernstein's Amenca. While essentially artist-driven, both offered a string of classical "hits" and madte the beginning of TV-marketing. And when, in 1990, Pavarotti's Nessun Donna became the sound of the World Cup, 

tks, ifthecc Who bothers to programme their own CD player? The compilation does it for you." The classical compilation has also benefited from the rise in recent years of the 

ial Opéra - and the modem 

these sorts of titles from the likes of Tesco and Sainsbury's," Classic FM has made its own efforts to capitalise on the compilation phenomenon. The station's label, set up in conjunction with BMG Classics some five years ago, is about to reach its sixth CD compilations box. With Smooth Classics shipplng silver in advance of its release this week (October 21). the sériés is also about to hit a total of 1m sales. The beauty of classical compilations is their 
The rôle of classical compilations is central to a business which would be unsustainable if it were founded solely on core repertoire, says Holland. "As far as the broad market is concerned, compilations are an easy way of getting into classics," he says. "The core 

long sh acially rel 

programme. Even if you have one or two of 

counterparts. 'They are timeless," says Brian Hopkins, director of business development at BMG Entertainment's commercial division. The key to the success of the sériés, says Hopkins, is being creative, "The classical market has had quite a range of good results recently, with new arUsts coming through," he says. 'And in the compilations business too, there have been a flurry of fresh ideas." Ideas, as Hopkins suggests, are at the heart of ail successful compilations. This year 

1. Classical Chillout 2 (EMI Virgin) 2. Classical Chillout (EMI Virgin) 3. Pure Classical Chillout (Decadanoe) 4. Classic FM - Hall Of 
5. Classic Ads (Decca) 6. Voiees (Decca) 7. Classics 2002 (Decca) 8. The Opéra Album 2002 (EMI Virgin) 9. The Classic Score (Decca/Sony TV) 10. Classical Ambience (Crimson) 

has seen such sets as Naxos' Sven Goran Eriksson Classical Collection, EMI Virgin's Euphorie Classics and Decca's Classic Ads. David Blake, head of sales for Select Musi which distributes Naxos releases, says, simply, "Without a strong concept, you haven' got a compilation." Bill Holland, in his days heading Warner Classics in the early Nineties, pioneered the creative concept and scored successes with packages such as Sensual Classics. The idea, he says, is to create a theme which captures the public imagination and, hopefully, offers a hook for publicity. "For Sensual Classics we rigged up a machine to 

It is the compilations king and Peter Duckworth who ov Virgin's c 

to relaxation," h 'chillout' to 'moods', there is quite a clear line you can draw through the past 10 years. But it is renewed every few years with new music being used in ads and TV." In recent years, the crossover between classical and pop compilations have increasingly become blurred, he adds. Indeed, 

Besides the themed packages, "hits" compilations also remain an important part of the mix, he adds. Just like the Essential Karajan ail those years ago, "Now'-style sets such as Decca's Classics 2002 and EMI Virgin's Opéra Album 2002 still seli well. ijttir ves the sky is the limit for 
importance of developing ne w classical talent lus Artists" of the future, he believes there are no signs of the compilation declining in popularity. As long as the ideas keep coming. the hits packages will keep selling. ■ 

THE VERY BEST OF 2002 ON SONY 

■ OperaBabes 

V 

Mario Frangoulis Sometimes I Dream i SK 87873 " | se Date: NOVEMBER 4tl 
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fi 

SK 89924 SK 61885 SK 87709 Rele ase Date; NOVEMBER 4th Gramophone Editor's Choice - OUÏ NOW New from Philip Glass and Yo-Yo Ma - OUJ NOW Irai : 
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Introducing a success story that illustrâtes the combined 
forces of Disctronics, BMG and Classic FM, with an alliance 
that has spanned 6 Years and Sales of 1 million units! 

At Disctronics, we pride ourselves on an exceptional quality of 
service and a lightning-fast turnaround. Linked with 
BMG and Classic FM (now with over 10 mil- 
lion Usteners per month), we can only 
go from strength to strength. 

© disctronics 

<S> 

In a différent league 

...www.disctronics.com 
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CLASSICAL 

labels unveil autumn line-up 
such as Bond, Andréa Bocelli and Nigel Kennedy, as well as core classical, writes Andrew Stewart 

J 

heavyweight marketing campaign. 

ESEEI SHINE - BOND. (Decca 470 500-2). November 4. Advance press for Bond's (pictured) second album bas placed Mel Bush's string-piaying babes in the tabloids and generated spéculation about their modelling a new range of lingerie. Shine rolls out in a spécial UK édition boasting collaborations with five différent producers, Youth, Andy Wright and Robin Twelftree among them, tracks composed by Bond. Universal Classics ' 

3 MUSIC FOR THE DUKE OF LERMA: by Cabezôn, Victoria, Lobo, Romero Rogier, Urrede, Gombe and Guerrero. Gabriel! Consort & Players/McCreesh (Archlv 471 694 (2CD)). November 4. 

CLASSICAL VITALITY; Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, Homer, Zlmmer and others (BMG 74321945972). November 4. This is a collection of welkknown rousing classical and soundtrack tunes, intended as the antithesis of the ubiquitous classical chillout album. JAMES GALWAY: The Very Best Of James Galway (BMG 09026639912). November 4. 
this double-CD set by about two to one. Galway's versions of My Heart Will Go On and Can You Feel The Love Tonight? both feature. LUDOVICO EINAUDI: I Giomi (BMG 74321974622), November 11. The Italian pianisteomposer's fourth recording for BMG is ' ao dise inspired by travels  

THE ART OF CECILIA BARTOL1: Including works by Mozart, Vivaldi, Handel, Rossini, Verdi, etc. Bartoli, Tetfel, Pavarottl, etc (Decca 473 380-2). Personal appearances and shrewd marketing have boosted the Italian singer's profile in the past 18 months, paving the way for a portrait dise complété with two duets with Luclano Pavarotti new to CD. RUSSELL WATSON - REPRISE (Decca 473 100-2). November 18. This release appears in time for the Salford tenor's already soldout six-date UK December tour. CLASSICS 2003. Va 

RENÉE FLEMING - BEL CANTO; Varions works and composera (Decca 467 101-2). 
florid song on her latest Decca release. 

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON BEETHOVEN; Violin Concerto; Romances. Mutter; New York Philharmonic/Masur (Deutsche Geammophon 471349-2). November 4. German violinist Anne-Sophie Mutter présents her latest thoughts on Beethoven's Violin Concerto. BEETHOVEN: Complété Violin Sonatas. Augustin Dumay, Pires (Deutsche Geammophon 471495-2 (3CD)). Out now. These recordings appear in Urne for Dumay and Pires's performances of three Beethoven 

October 25. 's Barbican Centre on 

EMI CLASSICS NIGEL KENNEDY'S GREATEST HITS: Including works by Beethoven, Brahms, Elgar, Vivaldi, Satie, Kennedy, etc. Various orchestras (EMI Classics 5 574112 (2CD)). Out now. This heavily promoted and marketed compilation from Kennedy's EMI catalogue indudes two of The Four Seasons. LESLEY GARRETT - THE SINGER; Including Jérusalem, Scarborough Fair, Fauré's Pavane, Let it be, Abide with me etc (EMI Classics 5 574032 2). October 28. Tolga Kashifs arrangements of traditional songs and popular favourites provide a fresh slant for Lesley 

) RELEASE DATES- S1NATRA - THE TOM JONES 
SET) - 28TH OCTOBER MIN1STRY OF SOUND DVD ANNUAL 2003 - 4TH NOVEMBER Tl-l NOVEMBER JOOLS HOLLAND - 10 YEARS LATER - I8TH NOVEMBER 

CONCERT - I8TH NOVEMBER THE CULT LIVE IN LOS ANGELES - 25TH NOVEMBER STAIND UNPLUGGED StSSIDt Ut ■ F1NSBURY RARK - 2ND DECEMBER THE BEST OF THE CORRS - 2ND DECEMBER NOVEMBER NEW ORDtK uvt 

X) COLLECTION (10 X DVD BOl 
VF AT CARDIFF CASTLE - - 

M il sic to ovvn on DVD this Autumn 
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Silva Screen Records 
Congratulate Classic FM On Your 10th Anniversary 
Silva Screen Records are proud to be associated 

with the Classic FM label 

Silva Screen Records - The No. 1 Source for Classic Film Music & Télévision Thèmes 
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 ia SENTIMENTO: Includlng muslc by Rodrigo, Leoncavallo, Tosti, Liszt, Rossinl etc. Bocelli; LSO/Maazel (Philips 473 410-2) November 4. Expect good business for the latest release from Andréa Bocelli, billed by Philips as "a collection of some of the most beautiful songs in the classical repertory". ' —Maazel (pictured . „ musicdirectorofthe New York Philharmonie, conducts, provides the lian ténor. Released as a UK 

33 BRUCH: Violin Concertos Nos. 1 & 3, etc. Hanslip; LSO/Brabblns (Warner Classlcs 0927-45664-2). Out now. This key release ' ^ Warner should 

Ovrutsky at this r's Classical Brits and her growing 
insOUlN DES PREZ: Missa Malheur me bat, etc. Clerks' Group/Wickham (ASV Guadeamus CD GAU306). Out now. The third «Jlume in ASVs already indispensable survey of vocal polyphony by Franco-Remish composer Josquin. KORNGOLD: Orchestral works vol.3. Mitchell- Veiasco; Linz Bruckner Orchestra/ Richter (ASV CD DCA1131). Out now. Early and late woiks by the Viennese prodigy, includlng the suite Tomorrow drawn from the 1942 Hol^wood film The Constant Nymph. THE BYRD EDITION 8; Cantiones Sacrae 1589. The Cardinall's Musick/ Carwood, Skinner (ASV Gaudeamus CD GAU309). November 4. Fresh interprétations of Byrd's motets for the Feast of the Purification. 

FINZI: Lo, the full, final sacrifice and other choral works. Choir of St John's Collège, Cambridge/Robinson. (Naxos 8.555792) November 4. Since signing an exclusive deal ™th Naxos in 1999, the admirable choir of St John's bas shipped over 85,000 copies of its recordings for the budget-label. This, the 

partnership's si unforgettable choral muslc of Gerald Finzi. THE INSTRUMENTS OF THE ORCHESTRA: Various composers and performers (Naxos 8.558040 (7CD)). Out now. Jeremy Siepmann's guide to the orchestra boosts Naxos' growing range of educational products. BERNSTEIN: West Side Story. Nashville SO/Schermerhom (Naxos 8.559126). November 4. Extraordinary value for money from the latest in the American Classics line. THE JOHN RUTTER CHR1STMAS ALBUM: Original music and arrangements. Cambridge Singers/Rutter (Colleglum CSCD 510). November 4. Collegium unveiis an attractive repackaging of John Rutter's Christmas hits, enhanced by two new tracks. THE ORCHESTRA OF LOUIS XIII; Les Concerts des Nations/Savall (Alla Vox AV9824). This dise includes late renaissance music for the French king's 1610 coronation and early baroque orchestral dances. 
SONY CLASSICAL MARIO FRANGOULIS: Sometimes I Dream (Sony Classical SK 87873). Greek ténor 

Frangoulis is a major international priority for Sony, having scored multi-platinum sales in his native land. This is his first Worldwide release. PRELUDE - THE VERY BEST OF: Charlotte Church (Sony Classical SK 86990). This is a surefire collection of the Welsh wonder's pre- hellraising years. BACH ARIAS; Angelika Kirchsehlager, Venice Baroque Orchestra (Sony Classical SK 89924). Kirchschlager's first collaboration between the Venice Baroque Orchestra ooincides with her raie in Sophie's Choice, Nicholas Maude's new work, debuting at the Royal Opéra House in December, VIVALDI - LATE CONCERTOS; Carmignola, Venice Baroque Orchestra (Sony Classical SK 87733). Italian superstar vlolmist Carmignola offers up a third volume of Vivaldi interprétations. ALL RISE; Wynton Marsalis, Lincoln Centre Jazz Orchestra, LA Philharmonie Orch/Esa- Pekka Salonen (Sony Classical S2K 89817). A new original piece by one of the most 

WARNER CliSSICS 
CHANTICLEER - OUR AMERICAN JOURNEY. Works by Billings, Hawley, Stephen Poster, Gershwln, etc (Teldec 0927 48556-2). November 4. San Francisco maie vocal ensemble Chantideer célébrâtes 25 years in the business with a compelling survey of North American choral music. 

ils génération. AH Rise re 

Academy of Ancient Music, Choir of New Collège, Oxford/Higginbottom (Erato 0927- 46684-2). November 4. This is an outstanding artistic success, based on musicologicai detecfive work and wholehearted music- making. JANACEK; Jenufa. Mattila, Silja, Hadley, etc. Orchestra of the Royal Opéra House, Covent Garden/Haitink (Erato 0927-45330-2 (2CD)). November 11. A live recording of one of Bernard Haitink's finest achievements as the Royal Opera's music director. NYMAN; Facing Goya. Various artists; Michael Nyman Band/Nyman (Warner Classics 0927-45342-2). November 11. World première recording of Nyman's newly-revised opéra, described by The Guardian as one of 

Placido Domingo 

Sacred Songs 
A collection of sacred songs, arias and duets performed by the world's greatest tenon 

"He is the greatest. " The Daily Telegraph 
"She has an amazing voice, so pure 

and tender it seems to float." Plfcido Domingo on Sissel 

THE NEW ALBUM 

Releasd 28th October 2002 -off 2Ist October 2002 
s|p- www.deuischugr.imniophon.co 

CD 471 57S-2 
MASCAGNI: Ave Maria duct with Sissel RUSTICHELLI: Kyrie FRANCK: Panis Angelicus ALVAREZ: Plégaria BACH / GOUNOD: Ave Maria SCHUBERT: Mille cherubini in coro GOUNOD: Sanctus STÔLZEL/ BACH: Bist du bei mit duet with Sissel HANDEL: Frondi tenere ... Ombra mai fu ROSSINl: Domine Deus GOUNOD: Repentir (O Devine Redeemer) ROGERS & HAMMERSTE1N 11: Climb Ev'ry Mountain P. DOMINGO jr.: Ave Maria WAGNER: Der Engel MENDELSSOHN: EUjah TOSTI: Preghiera 
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New releases information can be faxed to Owen Lawrence on (020) 7579 4168; e-mail: owen@musicweek.ec 
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RECOMMENDED 
CATALOGUE 

NEW RELEASES 

iïmv 

■ DAVID BOWIE: Best ■ of Bowle (EMI 15398212). An uninspired title for the latest in a long line of 
arguing with the material - 39 bona- fide hits spread across a doubledisc set. Ralher than taking a global view of Bowie's career, EMI bas chosen to release 23 customised versions of this dise this th is finelytui 

ts take us 
Slow Bum, taking in ail major hits along the way, although, sadly, only by ignoring smaller successes including Cat People and Buddha Of Suburbia does it manage to fit onto anything less than a four-CD set. 

HT.REX: Wax Co. 5 Vol. 1 (1972- ■1974) (Démon 
MmKmmZ (1975-1978) (MARCBOX102). Although si overshadowed by the publielty 

xpanded versions of his T.Rex 

along with compreh -to 

Ge irge 
ksrbos 

SPOON WIZARD SEUEVE OR SOFFER/tUa Fut STATUS OUO ALL S1AN0 UP Universal TV □ TAISHAN LOWBLOW/IM Resle 12' RSI 0 □ THOMPSON, ALAN EPOI» 0™ 2 OTP 
- Sus FUWE GROOVE COMPLATION 
D VABI02k GUALLSTARS VOL 2/dxi Glasgow unaergrou 

Benson plus obscure treats from Fuzz Haskins and Grant Green. 
® JETHRO TULL: War 

ira Tull albums from the others are Minstrel In The Gallery and Too Old To Rock'n'Roll. Too Young To Die), War Child is often overlooked and underrated, simply because it 

U me „ MAUt 10 ORDlI 
EjISSpEhif!EdNMEAUn Countdown r VAIN 5 U Mlto Cflocn D CF UBcRTY/lîin Nuklauz 12" 0462PN0K r Pp ^ markets.the all the time in sunny beachrm 
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THE MUSIC RECRU1TMENT CONSULTANTS 
020 7569 9999 UonrllA www.handle.co.uk 11 Cl 11VJ 1C 

Research Assistant 
BRI represents more than 300 record companies based in the UK. Its work is varied and is aimed at promot- ing and supporting the work of the British record industry. 
The Research & Information department-is the key 

ocareermoves 
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RdLLED GOLD 
INTERNATIONAL 

DIAMOND SERVICE 

OVER ONE MILLION CD'S IN STOCK 

CHART AND BACK CATALOGUE ALBUMS 

AROUND TWO THOUSAND DVD'S 

EDI ORDERING FACILITY AVAILABLE 

WEEKLY CAMPAIGNS AND SPECIAL OFFERS 

ORDER BY 5PM FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY F.O.C. 

SATURDAY DELIVERY ALSO F.O.C. 

KNOWLEDGEABLE AND FRIENDLY STAFF 

MARKET LEADERS IN PRICE, PRODUCT 
AND PERFORMANCE 

OPEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY... 
Rglled GDLD 

UNIT 4, PERTH AVENUE, 
PERTH TRADING ESTATE, SLOUGH SU 4XX 

TEL: 01753 691317 FAX: 01753 692728 
sales@rolledgold.co.uk jobs@rolledgold.co.uk 

CD-R DUPLICATION 

ONLV 99P te. vnt; 
per cd up to 80 minutes 

CD's printed bloch on body, inioys wîth o plostic mollet 

24 hour lurnoround 
free local delivery 

Fost efficient service, fricndlv slûff, no job too smoll or too lorgc. 
Supplicrs to the music induslry for 15 i/eors. 

OTHïRsenvices: 
Vinyl ond CD mostering fludio restorotion 

CD Business Cords/CD Roms 3 inch CD's/DVD's 
Heothmons Mostering 
19 Heothmons fiood 
London SUJÔ4TJ 
t. 020 7371 0978 
f. 020 7371 9360 

. HEATHMANS \ 

020 7371 0978 i 
www.heathmans.co.uk j. 

_ 020 7579 4'  tLB»» 
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music, video, dvd Il 
and ^dispiay spec I 
, Slat-wall solutions CD-DVD & Vinyl browsers > Bespoke displays c Free design & planning BIS 

01480 414204 'l www.internationaldisplays.co.uk 

Studio To Let Primrose Hill Beautifully lit, air-conditioned studio in private mews. Kitchen and bathroom facilities included. Office space aise available. Contact: Zoe on 07977 540120 zoe@ballparcplayerz.com 
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RDS Studios 

Talented 
New 
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~ ' jiPw Producer 
looking foi- 

Record Deal • Publishing Deal 
Licensing Deal • Management 

Contact: Elit Geba 
Tel: +44 (0)20 7584 0006 

\]r mmmr 

BARBADOS 
TV DOCUMENTARY SponsorsJinvestors required 

JUKEBOX 
SERVICES CD DUPllCATIONŒsiiSS 

M m , mÊÊ wgk B fefS' fer " - ' 

;::^r^w_020 7385 2299 

POSTING RECORDS? LP Mailing Envelopes • Single Mailing Envelopes Postal Tubes • CD Maliens • Video Maliens 
* Single l « 

^€âas? 
WILIOlN Uh LUNUUIN 

TEL: 020c8341^7070 ^ FAX^O20^8341 1176 Need to fil) a | 

Producer/programmer who has 
worked with Dido, U2, Natalie 

Imbruglia, Brian Eno, Mel C. etc 
is looking for solo artists, bands 
and songwriters to help develop 

into the next big thing. 
Send demo/biog to B,P. 113, 

Barneville-Carteret, 50270, FRANCE 

CASH RAID We buy CD Albums & Singles LP's, 12-&7"s,White Labels Promo's, Acetates, Video's, POS Haterial, Artwork, Awards and Memorabilia Complété Collections, Overstocks, Inventories and Libraries cleared ! 
office; 01474 815099 mobile: 07850 406064 e-mail: mw@eil.com 

RAT RECORDS 
Andy Whitmore Produccr/Reuiixer Pop/R&B/Dance/Rock 14 Top Ten hits in UK charts. Produclton Crédits iaelude: 

Call 020 8998 5529 ï\v\ï.grcys(okcpro(luctioiis.co.uk Clictk oui downloail page 

specialïsed position in the music industry? 
Music Week reaches professionals at the very heart of the industry, so with every advertîsment you can be sure to reach ail the right 
tlmewasters, fewer wannabes and more people with the right specialïsed background. 

For more information call Daisy on: 020 7940 4150 
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uik ««iiii hiihdi We liave the biggest franchise as a muslc m \ awards show in the world outsltle of the l f ^ Grammys in the US and, as a music show, lt S l' ' ^ can be hard to evolve that. j i ; -v As a show, the Brit Awards is already U'V-lfcextremely successful because it Is great TV; / H it rates highly In terms of audience and lt Is a JBgrcat event. lt is also very profitable, ralslng mendous amount of money for charity and it Is a "Jf tiC reflection of the year in muslc. The big question Is ^ evolve it and increase the excitement and tension 1 Hmake it a better show ail round. By maklng lt on the day L" it prevents the whole world knowing about it in the :'"Lapera beforehand. But increasing the excitement also ansputting on the event without giving the game away. î^neWas llve" format will mean the cynical old music 'Jdiiess won't know who has won elther and that tension 
^Ttepost-awards dinner Bjf IHUkiliy [ThG 
SS-SïS Brils] "os live", il 
ssrsr prevenls me whole 
ir.rsï"- world knowing i-forastart, itgenerally abOUtît' tends to over-run by about 20- 30 minutes and it is a great achievement to keep it down to that Doingthe show "as llve" means we have a chance to col that out, edit anything that does not add to the spectacle - albeit in only a couple of hours - taking out the sweanng, etc, and take the show up another step. There will always be controversy at the Brits - of course there will be, it is rock 'n' roll. I think one thing we will see this year Is genuine reactions rather than a bunch of drunk peuple wandering around. Another challenge is that we want to ensure that artists show up without them knowing if they have won an award. But we believe that the profile of the Brits is such that artists will want to corne to the event anyway. The création of the urban a 

WMTjS VOUR DREAM RAND REUNION? int" Presidentand CEOVirgln F ' i^ter ainment Group North America H .J| Apart from the obvious one which would be 
' 1^1 ™le ~uThe Beatles -1 think 1 l'Ke to ! " stSf h g Heads' because 1 love David Byme's aroimri fvJfV wit^^e added spice of the other members j breaking mùsic/0 great They Pr0Cluced such 

^hTr^'lT001!; director of marl<eting1 WEA London The Clash are the only band i would really die to go and 
rofnrm Hy ,UP Prel:ty ear,y in their Career and if they i thPmT,o"SSu defi

1
nitely 6° a'ong. I never gotto see 

executive, BPI antl- 
i together ar 

If we can get around 1,000 members of the public in the ; room-teal kids as opposed to industry people-it can only Richard add to the excitement and we are also trying to add some Hymns, éléments of interactivity on the voting slde of things. It has on to b been said before, but we are in the âge of reality TV and people expect thaf. John Reid is chairman of the BPI PR committee • Off The Record is a Personal view 

\ not a big fan of doing this kind of thing he wave of Eighlies bands getting back hink it is kind of a cynical move. But, if 1 lUId suspend the cynicism for a moment, I would love to :e The Jam together again because they were very dynamlc the early days and I was a wee bit too young to get tickets see them if they were playing the Liverpool Royal Court." iLisa Andersen, executive producer of Brits TV "Fine Young Cannibals, because the Raw & The Cooked was just so fantastic and Roland Gift just [exuded fantastio-ness. He could move and he sing; he was fabulous. They were shit-hot." Nlck Hindle, sales director NMC Music "l'd love to see Buffalo Springfield; they were a classic band. I think it's great when bands get back together. A great example is the Pistols, Ail those people slagging them off for reforming, but why shouldn't they? They are a iegendary band who got bugger ail from it the first time around, so hats off to them." Sean Devine, senior membership director at Ascap i "lt is a crap one, because they could never be reformed, but l'd have to say lan Dury & The Blockheads, because i miss y. He was one of the best lyricists in the world." iNick Stewart, BMG international A&R and marketing vice président "I would say The Verve because Richard Ashcroft 
(the combination of guitarist Nick McCabe and heroft made the band, and in particular on Urban force to be reckoned with. They could have gone quite Iegendary band." 

Spéculation was quashed last week that the three survlving members of Led Zeppelin were to tour together for the first time since John Bonham's death. 

( 

Remember where you heard it; Could it be the majors are once again considering how to consolidate their manufacturing and distribution activities across Europe? Sources suggest that the current state of major label économies means that this time it might fly... His former pay chiefs may be enrolled in the game of multi-media across virtually every one of their beloved brands, but don't expect one-time Emap bigwig David Hepworth to follow suit with his new publishing venture Development Hell. "Over my dead body," he vows. "I can guarantee we are platform neutral"... Oscar-winning Kevin Spacey is flying into the Big Smoke next month just to présent Sir Elt and Bern with their Music Industry Trusts' Dinner Award at Grosvenor House on November 4... Multiply's Mike Hall did himself a big faveur signing the Cheeky Girls, because he has found himself a self-contained hit factory. Monica and Gabriella's mom Margaret writes the lyrics - she already has another three tracks penned - and their old man acts as the driver. "We only need a couple of aunts and uncles now and they can be the roadies and sound men," quips Hall... Meanwhile, look out for the international plot for Pop Idols Gareth & Will to shape up as international marketing bods fly in to meet the chaps this week... The international plot is already shaping up for BBMak. The Telstar act f (pictured) followed another Ascap award win last week by hanging out with the record company big boys after their ICA gig in London last Thursday, including Telstar's international CEO Graham Williams and Warner Music International marketing senior vice président Jay Durgen... Robin Millar says he is confident of landing a record dearFëTlT-year- old, almost-blind Andy Coleman who was rejected from Popstars: The Rivais, but is now working with the hit producer... Soothing orchestral sounds were met with tastefully riotous applause at the Royal Albert Hall last Thursday night as Classic FM celebrated 10 years of playing ail the stuff you know from the adverts and film soundtracks. Surprise guest Lesley Garrett serenaded the mighty brand with a rendition of Happy Birthday, aided by Henry Kelly, who is justifiably not known for his singing... Sections of the classical world were out in force last Monday lunchtime, too, for the launch of Andréa Bocelli's Sentimento album at the Institute Of Directors. Also in attendance, thrillingly, was a blonde Frida from Abba. Bocelli took questions from the guests, one of whom mysteriously asked the great man if he listens to music while out riding. "No, I need my ears to tell me where I am," replied Bocelli, not unreasonably... Mean Country 1035 is due to officially launch on October 29 after the Radio Authority granted the transfer of the license from holders Ritz to Mean Fiddler Music Group, iibwingthe country station back on air. "Mean" may be a suitable name for the station, given that several of the Ritz groupera station DJs and employées are still seeking unpaid wages... 
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